
Chapter 6

Detectability of curves in sea level relative
to a local datum

6.1 Introduction

In chapter 4 the detectability of specific curves in individual sea-level height series has been investigated.
Only variations in relative sea-level heights have been examined, i.e., sea-level changes relative to the
local tide gauge bench mark. Changes in height of the tide gauge itself have not been considered. The
main conclusion based on these individual time series was that the detectability of curves in these series is
limited by the occurrence of long-periodic fluctuations in the data. As a result, estimates of trend values
stabilise only after a large observation period (of the order of 80 to 100 years). ConsequentlS a change
in trend at the beginning of the time series cannot be detected. How many years of observations are
required to detect greenhouse-gas induced warming at the end of the time series depends on (knowledge
of) ihe resulting pattern and the extent of the acceleration.

In this chapter, the detectability of a common curve for a group of tide gauges will be examined. Of
interest is whether or not the avaiiability of more data sets containing similar sea-level height data
will reduce the time required to reliabiy estimate the underlying sea-level variation pattern. It will
also be examined whether the detectability of patterns is reduced by inaccuracies in height connections
between tide gauges. Considered will be the influence of, e.g., time span between measurement campaigns,
precision of measurements, and the method used to correct for obtained variations in height.

Since tide gauges measure sea-level heights relative to their tide gauge bench marks, any local vertical
movements of these tide gauge bench marks will have introduced inconsistencies between the individuai
time series. These inconsistencies impair the quality of a common sea-level variation curve determined
for a group of tide gauges. By connecting the tide gauge bench marks in height, inconsistencies between
individual sea-level height series introduced by height changes of the tide gauges themselves, can be
eliminated.

Nowadays, it is preferred to connect tide gauges in height by means of (permanent) ces observations.
However, in the past, no direct height connections were made between tide gauge bench marks. Usually,
the tide gauge bench marks have been connected to a local height system, (hopefully) on a regular basis.
Therefore, in this chapter, common sea-level variation curves relative to the local height datum will be
considered, for a group of tide gauges situated along the Dutch coast.

For this chapter it is assumed that all tide gauges included in the data set refer to the same vertical
datum. Therefore, vertical movements of this vertical reference system will not be considered. If a sea-
level variation pattern needs to be established for a group oftide gauges situated in different datum zones,
vertical movements of the reference surfaces will introduce inconsistencies between the (groups of) time
series. These inconsistencies can be removed by connecting the local datums in height. This so-called
verticai datum connection will be discussed in chapter 7.

Methods (and their inherent errors) that can be used to connect tide gauge bench marks to a local
reference frame have been discussed in chapter 5. Based on this information, a reasonable estimate of
the quality expected from local height connections can be made. Unfortunately, this only holds for new
surveys and height connections performed over the last few decades.

For large parts ofobtainable (long) sea-level height records only scant information is available on when
tide gauge bench marks have been part of measuring campaigns, how changes in height of these bench
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marks have been treated, and whether possible changes in the local reference system have been converted
into height changes of the tide gauges. Therefore, instead of trying to approximate the actual height
connection history for the various tide gauges, a number of possible configurations will be simulated.
Height connections as considered in this chapter will be described in section 6.2.3.

Analogous to chapter 4, to examine the detectability of sea-level variation curves, simulated data sets
will be used. These data sets contain a specific variation curve (e.9., one trend throughout the time
series) in combination with periodic fluctuations and height connection errors (inconsistencies between
the individual time series introduced by inaccuracies in the height connections). Since the (common)
sea-level variation curve in the data set is known, it can be examined how well this curve can be detected
if individual sea-level height series are contaminated by different types of height connection errors.

For this chapter it will be assumed that all tide gauges experience the same variations in absolute sea
level. Spatial variations in sea level rise will be discussed in chapter 8. The detectability of a single trend
throughout the time series will be discussed in section 6.3. In section 6.4, transition to a higher slope
value at the beginning of the time series will be examined. Finally in section 6.5, detectability of changes
in trend at the end of the time series will be treated. First, in the next section, the general structure of
the data sets used will be explained.

6.2 General structure of simulated data sets

All data sets considered in this chapter, consist of sealevei height time series simulated for a group of
six tide gauges. It is assumed that all six time series start in 1865 and contain data up to 1996, except
for section 6.5, in which data sets up to 2100 will be used.

The individual time series in the data sets are based on three components. Firstly they consist of
a signal part, which is the sea-levei variation curve that needs to be detected. Secondly they contain
periodic fluctuations and measuring noise of the tide gauge system. These two effects are considered as one
group, since, for annual mean values these two effects are difficult (and not really necessa.ry) to distinguish.
Finally, simulated sea-level signals contain height connection errors. These are inconsistencies between
the individual time series introduced by inaccuracies in the height connections. Based on knowledge of
actual sea-level variations (and especially due to our lack of knowledge of what has really occurred) a
wide range of possibilities can be considered to simulate the three parts of the time series.

6.2.'l.. Simulated sea-level variation curves

In this chapter, only a small group of six tide gauges, situated along the Dutch coast will be used. As
has been shown in section 3.4, there is a large similarity between the time series obtained by these tide
gauges. Therefore, it will be assumed that all six tide gauges experience the same sea-level variation
curve. Differences in sea-level variation curves will only be examined for a larger group of tide gauges

scattered all around the North Sea areal see chapter 8.

In this chapter, linear sea-level va,riations equal to those introduced in chapter 4 will be used, i.e.,

o a specific trend throughout the time series
o transition to a higher trend value at the beginning of the time series
o transition to a higher trend value at the end of the time series

In chapter 4, slope values of either 1.0, l-.5, 2.0, or 2.5 mmf yr have been used to simulate a consistent
trend throughout the time series. However, in chapter 4 it has been concluded that the actual trend
value used is of no influence on the detectability of a linear pattern in a time series containing periodic
fluctuations. Therefore, in this chapter, all simulated data sets considered will be based on a sea-level
rise with a slope value of L.5 mmlyr.

If a change in trend at the beginning of the time series is required, analogous to chapter 4, it will be
assumed that "pr€-industrial" sea-level rise has a 0.8 mm/yr lower trend value than present-day sea-level
increase. For the onset year of the sea level rise acceleration, again, the year 1885 will be used. In this
chapter, only an abrupt increase in slope value will be considered, since, as discussed in chapter 4, a
0.8 mm/yr increase in slope value at the beginning of a time series containing long-periodic fluctuations
cannot (or hardly) be detected.
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Analogous to chapter 4, greenhouse-gas induced warming will be simulated by a sea-level rise acceleration
yielding either a 20, 49, or 86 cm sea-level increase for the year 2100 (relative to 1990). Starting in 1991,
simulated time series contain an abrupt increase in slope value to 1.8, 4.5, or 7.8 mm/yr respectively.

6.2.2 Simulated periodic fluctuations and measuring noise

Periodic fluctuations and measuring noise (of the tide gauge equipment) are treated as one group, be-
cause of the method used to simulate these signals. Either detrended time series are used, or periodic
fluctuations are based on (at least) the highest components resulting from ssl decomposition of actual
tide gauge data. These highest components usually contain mainly measuring noise.

In chapter 4, data sets composed of the full range of periodic fluctuations as present in actual tide gauge
data have been used. In addition, time series containing only short-periodic fluctuations, or even no
periodic fluctuations at all have been examined. As it is not very realistic to assume that (long) periodic
fluctuations can be eliminated from the sea-level height series, all time series as considered in this chapter
consist of both long- and short-periodic fluctuations.

For the group of six tide gauges situated in a local area, three different types of periodic patterns will
be considered:

o all time series experience the same periodic fluctuations
o all time series contain the same iong-periodic pattern, but different short-periodic fluctuations
r different time series experience different short- and long-periodic fluctuations

Same periodic fluctuations For this scenaxio it will be assumed that all six time series are basically
equal, except for inconsistencies introduced by height connections between tide gauges. Periodic fluctu-
ations used for all six data sets are those for tide gauge Den Helder. Detrended annual mean sea-level
heights have been used to simulate this periodic pattern.

Different short-periodic fluctuations All six tide gauges experience the same long-periodic fluctu-
ations (e.g., due to proximity of the stations). However, as a result of local circumstances, short-periodic
patterns differ for the various tide gauges. As explained in section 4.3, time series containing either
long- or short-periodic fluctuations are created by applying ssl analysis to actual tide gauge data and,
subsequently, using reconstructions based on only specific principal components.
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Fig. 6.1 Simulated short-periodic f luctuations based on specif ic combinations of SSA components. For t ide
gauges Vlissingen and lJmuiden data start ing in 1887 has been used.

Figure 6.1 shows short-periodic fluctuations based on (a number of) the higher components following
from ssa analysis ofsea-level height data for six Dutch tide gauges. As explained in chapter 3, time series
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for lJmuiden and Vlissingen contain significantly deviating sea-level heights at the beginning of the data

sets. Consequently, for these two tide gauges, time series have only been used starting in 1887. Their
periodic patterns have been repeated in order to create data sets starting in 1865.

The long-periodic patterns of ali six time series are identical, i.e., they all use the long-periodic

fluctuations for tide gauge Den Helder. These long-periodic fluctuations result from ss-a. analysis in

which a window size of 20 years has been used. Signal is reconstructed based only on the flrst seven
(detrended) principal components.

Different periodic fluctuations Finally, a situation will be considered in which different tide gauges

experience a somewhat different (short and long) periodic pattern. Periodic signals are simulated by

using detrended annual mean sea-level values corresponding to actual tide gauge data. Resulting periodic

patterns are shown in figure 6.2. Again, for data from tide gauges IJmuiden and Vlissingen, only data

starting in 1887 has been used and complete data sets have been created by repeating the periodic

patterns.
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Fig. 6.2 Simulated periodic f luctuations based on detrended annual mean sea-level heights. For t ide gauges

Vlissingen and lJmuiden only data start ing in 1887 has been used.

6.2.3 Simulated height connection scenarios

AII actuai sea-level data used in this chapter originates from Dutch tide gauges. Consequently, it will be

assumed that all tide gauges considered axe connected to the local Dutch height system, nowadays, rlae.

Unfortunately, this height system has not been constant throughout the time span over which sea-ievel

heights are available. For example, NAp vras introduced in 1875. According to Waalewijn (1987), Iocal

disagreements with the old system (le) could be as large as L0 to 20 cm. As another example, due to

reconstruction works in 1955, the last bench mark on which the original .q,p and NAP systems were based,

was removed and the zero of the Dutch height system was transferred to an underground bench mark.

Changes in reference surface complicate the possibilities to reconstruct the actual history of height

changes between tide gauges. In addition, it seems difrcult to ascertain when specific tide gauge bench

marks have been measured. Therefore, the influence of inaccuracies in height connections will be examined

based on a number of potential height connection methods. Considered will be:

r Height connections cause no additional errors in sea-level values.

o Height connections introduce normally distributed random noise on annual values.

o Height connections are performed on a regula,r basis (every 10, 20, or 30 years). Errors in determined

tide gauge heights are described by normally distributed random values.
o Height connections are performed on an irregular basis (in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980 and 1996). Errors

in determined tide gauge heights are described by normally distributed random values.
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The above mentioned height connection methods can be applied with a wide range of values for the

standard deviations of the height connection noise. Table 6.1 gives an overview of the scenarios that will

be considered in this chapter to simulate height connection errors. A more detailed description is given

in the remainder of this section. In principle, all errors in determined tide gauge heights are simulated

bv normallv distributed random values with zero mean and specific standard deviations.

Table 6.1 Overview of height connection scenarios as used in this chapter.

Errorless height connection (no-enor) In the simplest case, it will be assumed that height con-

nections between tide gauges can be performed without introducing additional errors. This is not a very

realistic assumption, but these results will be used for comparison with those obtained from more realistic

height connection scenarios.

Annual connection of heights (annual) If height connections have been performed on (at least)

a yearly basis, height connection errors can be described as normally distributed random values that

have to be added to the annual mean sea levels. Nowadays, this high rate of height connections can be

achieved by means of cps. However, it is not likely that bench marks have been connected at least once

a year in the (far) past. Therefore, these results will, again, be used as reference for other scenarios.

Constant time span between connections (regular) Height measurements have been performed

every 1-0, 20, or 30 years. F\rrthermore) height connections are assumed at the same time for all tide

gauges. For these time spans between the measurements, connections have allegedly been performed in:

N : 1O 1856, 1866, 1876, 1886, 1896, 1906, 1916, 1926, 1936, 1,946, 1956, 1966' 1976, 1986, and 1996'

N : 20 1856, 1876, 1896, 1916, 1936, 1956, 1976, and 1996.

N = 30 1846, 1876, 1906, 1936, 1966, and 1996.

Inaccuracies in height measurements lead to fictitious height differences represented by normally

distributed random noise. Ifthese height differences axe distributed over sea-ievel values obtained between

height connections, this will introduce errors in annual sea-level values as shown in figure 6.3. These

examples have been based on normally distributed random errors with a standard deviation of 1 cm.

Different tirne spans between connections (i,megular) In the Netherlands, first-order levelling

campaigns have been performed between 1875 and 1885, 1926 and 1939, 1950 and 1959, 1965 and 1978,

and, finally the fifth primary levelling from 1996 to 1999. Based on this information, connections are

assumed in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, and 1996; at the same time for every tide gauge. Fictitious height

differences will be represented by normally distributed random noise with various standard deviations.

The same precision is assumed for all subsequent height connections performed for all tide gauges.

Long before the first primary levelling, height measurements have been performed in the Netherlands.

However, thev often did not refer to the same height datum, included only a specific (small) region

113

scenario short explanation height differences based on following parameters

no-error errorless heisht connection
annual yearly connection of heights d i f fe ren t  s tandard  dev ia t ions :  a :5  mm,  o :  1cm,  o :2  cm

regular height connection every:
10, 20, or 30 years

N:  10 ,  N :  20 ,  o r  N :  30  yea rs
different standard deviations: o : 1 cm, o :2 cm

irregular height connections in:
1995, 1940, 1960, 1980, 1996

same precision for ail connections
d i f fe ren t  s tandard  dev ia t ions :  a :1cm,  o :2cm,  o :5  cm

h'istorical height connections in:
1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, 1996

subsequent connections have better precisions
sel l: 1885 o: 3 cm, 1940 o: 2 cm, 1960 o: 2 cm,

1980 o: 1.5 cm, 1996 o: 1.5 cm (pessimi'sti,c)
set 2: 1885 o: 2 cm, 1940 o: 1.5 cm, 1960 o: 1.5 cm,

1980 a: 1 cm, 1996 a: I cm
set 3: 1885 o: 1.5 cm, 1940 o: 1 cm, 1960 o; I cm,

1980 a: 0.8 cm, L996 o: 0.8 cm (opti'mi'stic)
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Fig. 6.3 Simulated errors in sea-level values, introduced by inconsistencies in height connections; regular, o :  I

cm. Past measurements have been corrected for fictitious height differences.

and their quality is difrcult to discern. Therefore, it wili be presumed that station velocities can only be

determined after the second height connection in 1940. These velocities are used to correct measurements

over the period between 1,865 up to 1940.

Subsequent height connections have better precisions (hi,storical) Again, height connections

corresponding to the history offirst-order levellings in the Netherlands are used, i.e., connections in 1885'

1940, 1960, 1980, and 1996. However, for this scenario it is assumed that subsequent height connections

have been performed with a better quality. Unfortunately, it is difrcult to estimate realistic height

connection precisions. Internal precisions of primary levelling networks are known, but tide gauge bench

marks have often only been included in secondary levelling networks. In addition, it is difrcult to ascertain

when tide gauge bench marks have been included in levelling campaigns. Therefore, the following three

sets of precisions have simply been selected:

c s e t l H e i g h t c o n n e c t i o n i n 1 8 8 5 : o : 3 c m , L 9 4 0 : o : 2 c m ,  1 9 6 0 : a : 2 c m ,  1 9 8 0 : o = 1 . 5 c m ,

1996: a : 1.5 cm. Pess'imist'ic.
o  s e t 2  H e i g h t c o n n e c t i o n i n  1 8 8 5 :  o : 2 c m ,  1 9 4 0 :  o : 1 . 5 c m ,  1 9 6 0 :  o : L . 5 c m ,  1 9 8 0 :  o : 1 c m r

1 9 9 6 : o : 1 c m .
o  se t  3  He igh t  connect ion  in  1885:  o :  1 .5  cm,  L940:  o :  L  cm,  1960:  a :  1  cmr  1980:  a :0 .8  cm,

1996: o:0.8 cm. Optimist ' ic.

For all six tide gauges, the same set of standard deviations will be used. In figure 6.4, exampies are

shown of (fictitious) height corrections resulting from (a specific realization of) height connection errors.

Height connection errors are simulated by normally distributed random values using one of the three

above mentioned sets of standard deviations.
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Fig. 6.4 Simulated errors in sea-level values, introduced by height connections; historical,3 dif ferent sets of

standard deviations. Past measurements have been corrected for fictitious height differences.

6.2.4 Methods for correcting determined height differences

Errors are not only introduced by inaccuracies in height connections, but can also result from incorrect

adaptation of sea levels to determined height differences. Actual height changes can be rather abrupt

(e.g., due to relocation of the tide gauge or reconstruction works in the area), or follow a more secular

pattern (e.g, due to sedimentation). In addition, two methods can be applied to correct sea-level values

1880 1900 1920 1940 1960

N : 3 0
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for measured height changes of the tide gauge bench mark. The first approach is to distribute height

changes over the sea-level measurement for the elapsed period between height connections. The second
method simply corrects measurements oniy after the height difference is discovered. Since information on
which procedure has been applied, and what type of height changes might have occurred is very scarce,

the following scenarios will be treated:

o Tide gauges follow secular movements and determined height differences are distributed over the
elapsed period between height connections.

o Tide gauges follow secular movements, but, height changes are corrected intermittently.

o One tide gauge bench mark has experienced an abrupt change in height, but, determined height

differences a.re distributed over the elapsed period between height connections.

These last two scenarios will introduce (additional) errors into the individual sea-level height time series.

Intermittent correction of heights Height differences as determined at a new height connection are

only used to correct subsequent sea-level measurements. This seems not a very good method to correct
sea-level height data obtained from tide gauges experiencing secular height changes. However, this might
have happened in the past.

It is assumed that all six tide gauge bench marks undergo secular movements that can be described by

a simple linear trend. Figure 3.11, as published by Lorenz et aI. (L991), shows velocities of underground
bench marks based on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th first-order levelling in the Netherlands. Unfortunately, these

underground bench marks do not correspond with sites as used in this chapter.
Velocities of tide gauge bench marks have been simulated based on known velocities of underground

bench marks in the area. Two different sets of station velocities have been chosen. One set in which

station velocities of all six tide gauges have values close to each other, and one set with relativelv large

differences in station velocities. Selected values are shown in table 6.2.

tide gauge
Delfzijl Harlingen Den Helder IJmuiden Hoek van Holland Vlissingen

case 1
case 2

-0.38
-0.38

-0.33
-0.22

-0.32
-0.42

-0.31
-0.06

-0.38
-0.48

-0.27

0.00

Table 6.2 Stat ion velocit ies ( in mm/yr) based on velocit ies of underground bench marks.

Examples of errors introduced by intermittent correction of height differences, using secular movements
as presented in table 6.2, are shown in figure 6.5. The two figures have been based on height connections
in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, and 1996. For subsequent height connections increasing precisions are assumed
(i.e., height connection scenario historical with pessim'isfec precisions).

Fig. 6.5 Simulated errors in sea levels, introduced by uncorrected secular movements (t ide gauge lJmuiden)

and intermittent correction of f ict i t ious heights in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, 1996; pessimist ic set of st.  dev.

Abrupt change in height Errors will also be introduced if determined height differences are dis-

tributed over all measurements obtained in the elapsed period between height connections, while in

reality a more or less abrupt change in height has occurred.
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As can be seen from figure 6.6, if abrupt changes in height are divided over the complete period

of time between height connections, sea-level values before the jump has occurred receive an erroneous

correction, while corrections to sea-level heights after the jump has occurred are to small.
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Fig. 6.6 Simulated errors in sea-level values, introduced by both a 5 cm jump in sea-level height and erroneous
correction of this jump. Height connections in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, 1996.

6.3 Same trend throughout the time series

In this section, it is assumed that the sea-level variation curve can be adequately described by a simple

linear trend. As explained in section 6.2, all simulated time series will be based on a linear trend of 1.5

mmf yr throughout the time series. In addition, time series contain periodic fluctuations that are either

the same for all time series, different for all time series, or only short periodic fluctuations will vary.

In the following sections, results based on different height connection scenarios will be described.
These height connection scenarios have been described in detail in section 6.2.3. An overview of the
Iabels used to indicate the various heieht connection scena,rios is given in table 6.3.

Table 6.3 Height connection scenarios used to examine the detectabi l i ty of one l inear trend.

If height connections are not performed at least once a year, the method used for correcting height

differences (see section 6.2.4) becomes important. In section 6.3.3, height connection scenarios regular,
,irregular, or h,istori,cal will be applied. It is assumed that tide gauges follow secular movements and

determined height differences are distributed over the elapsed period between the height connections.
This implies that, apa.rt from inconsistencies introduced by inaccuracies in the height connections, no

additional errors axe introduced into the time series.

In section 6.3.4 it is assumed that tide gauges follow secular movements, but height changes are

corrected intermittently; applying height connection scenario: historical. The effects of an abrupt change

in height for one tide gauge will be examined in section 6.3.5; using height connection scenario: irregular.

As explained in section 6.2.4, both these methods will introduce additional errors into the time series.

jump in 1912

]rL

jump in 1935

scenarro short exDlanatron height differences based on following parameters

no-error errorless height connection
annual yearlv connection of heights d i f fe ren t  s tandard  dev ia t ions :  a :5  mm,  o : l cm,  o :2  cm

regular height connection every:
10, 20, or 30 years

N: 10,  N :  20,  or  N:  30 years
different standard deviations: o : I cm, o :2 cm

'irregular height connections in:
1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, 1996

same precision fbr all connections
different standard deviations: o : 1 cm, o : 2 cm,a : 5 cm

historical height connections in:
1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, 1996

subsequent connections have better precisions
sel -1 : 1885 o: 3 cm, 1940 o: 2 cm, 1960 o: 2 cm,

1980 a: 1.5 cm, 1996 o: L.5 cm (pessim'isti,c)
set 2: 1885 o: 2 cm, L940 o: 1.5 cm, 1960 a: 1.5 cm,

1980 a: 1- cm, 1996 o: 1 cm
sel 9: 1885 o: 1.5 cm, 1940 o: 1 cm, 1960 o: 1cm,

1980 o: 0.8 cm, 1996 o: 0.8 cm (optimist' ic)



6.3 Same trend throughout the t'ime series

6.3.1 Errorless height connection

As a reference for other sections, first results will be shown for "ideal" height connections, i.e., connection

of tide gauges in height does not introduce inconsistencies in the sea-level height series relative to one

another. As a result, simulated time series for the six tide gauges in the data set are exactly the same,

except for possible differences in (short) periodic fluctuations. No additional measuring noise (ofthe tide

gauge equipment) is added to the time series, since, this would yield the same effect as height connection

noise introduced by annual connection oftide gauge heights, and this wiil be discussed in the next section.

In chapter 4, it has been shown that for a signal containing periodic fluctuations based on actual tide

gauge data, of the order of 90 years of observations are required before estimates of the trend stabilise

around its actual value. Since no additional information is introduced, result are exactly the same for a

group of six tide gauges based on the same periodic patternl see left-most graph in figure 6.7.
If the six time series contain different short periodic fluctuations, trend estimates stabilise around a

slightly higher value. This is a side-effect of the method used (ssa) to create the time series containing

only short periodic fluctuations; see chapter 4 for more details on this effect. Since short periodic

fluctuations contain measuring errors as well, different time series contain different errors. These errors

will be strongly reduced when combining the six data sets. However, the long periodic fluctuations are

the same for all six time series. The long observation period required for trend estimates to stabilise

is due to long periodic information in the data and not caused by (random) errors in the time series.

Consequently, the curve of trend estimates does not change much (at least as a significant number of

observations has been included).
If iong periodic fluctuations are based on actual sea-level data for six tide gauges along the Dutch

coast, the curve of estimated trend values changes significantly; see right-most graph of figure 6.7. But

although the oscillations in slope values are highly reduced, a relatively large dip in trend (to approx. 1.3

mm/yr) is still found if around 90 years of observations have been included. This is not surprisingly. As

shown in section 3.4, there is a large similarity between the time series obtained by tide gauges along the

Dutch coast. As a result, by adding more of these time series to a data set, only (a small) part of the

influence of the long periodic fluctuations will be reduced.

Fig. 6,7 Estimated trend versus the number of observations used; based on 6 t ime series ( left-most est imate

based on data for 1957-1996, r ight-most est imate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Al l  series contain a trend

of 1.5 mm/yr, with (possibly dif ferent) periodic f luctuations. Height connecl ion: no-error.

As explained in section 3.4, the ratio between the first and second (and other) singular value, following

from a singular value decomposition (svo), can be used as a measure of similarity between the individual

time series. A reconstruction based on only the first singular value will show the "common" pattern in the

time series, while reconstructions based on higher singular values contain deviations from this common
pattern.

As an example, figure 6.8 shows reconstructions based on the first three principal components for a

group of tide gauges containing different short periodic fluctuations. The reconstruction based on the first

singular value contains the majority of the signal. This reconstruction shows the common pattern, i.e.,

the trend, and periodic fluctuations that are (more or less) common. Reconstructions based on higher

singular values show a "noise-like" behaviour; they represent the short periodic fluctuations that differ

between the time series.
For a data set with both different long and short periodic fluctuations, reconstructions based on

specific singular values are shown in figure 6.9. Anaiogous to figure 6.8, the reconstruction based on the
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Fig. 6.8 Reconstructions (1st stat ion) based on resp. 1th, 2nd and 3rd principal component. Height connection:
no-error. Short periodic fluctuations based on different tide gauges.

first singular value not only shows the trend commor to all time series, but also periodic fluctuations.
FYom this it can be concluded that there is a significant similarity between the periodic patterns for the
different time series. However, since the reconstructions based on higher singular values also contain a
lot of information, there are major differences between the time series as well.

1920 190 1880 19m 1920 1940 19m1920 1940 lW 1980 2m 1880 19m 1980 2000

Fig. 6.9 Reconstructions (1st stat ion) based on resp. l th, 2nd and 3rd principal component. Height connection:
no-error. Periodic fluctuations based on different tide gauges.

6.3.2 Annual connection of heights

For this section, data sets have been generated in which all time series are the same (with the possible
exception ofvariations in periodic patterns), except for normally distributed random values added to the
annual mean sea-level heights. This random noise can be viewed as height connection noise resulting
from (at least) annual connection of tide gauge bench marks. As an alternative, this noise can also be
interpreted as measuring nolse introduced by the tide gauge equipment itself. For all six time series the
same standard deviation will be used to represent the height connection noise.

Same absolute sea-level signal for all tide gauges

In section 6.3.1, it has been shown that for a group of 6 tide gauges, containing exactly the same periodic
pattern, of the order of 90 yea,rs of observations a,re required before trend estimates stabilise around their
actual value. Ifinconsistencies in height connections between tide gauges yield normally distributed noise
that can be added to annual mean values, curves of trend estimates do not change very much.

Figure 6.10 shows estimated trends for time series containing the same periodic fluctuations and height
errors represented by normally distributed random noise on annual mean values. This figure shows that
for relatively large noise levels (standard deviations 5 or 10 cm), oscillations in estimated trend va,lues
increase if only up to 70 years of data is used. However, even for these large noise levels, comparison
with frgure 6.7 shows that this type of height connection noise no longer really hampers the estimation
of trends, if estimates are based on at least 90 vears of data.

TYend estimates as shown in figure 6.10 have been based on one particular rea,lization of height connection
noise. A different set of error values will lead to (slightly) different results. For 100 sets of simulated
random noise values, estimated trend curves are shown in figure 6.11". Mean value and range of trend

lst component
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o : 1 r n m & 5 m m o : l c r n k 2 c r n o: 5 crrr & 10 cm

Fig. 6.10 Estimated trend versus the number of observations used ( left-most est imate based on data for

1957-1996, r ight-most est imate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection: annual:6 noise levels.

Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

estimates based on the complete data sets (i.e., L32 observations, from 1865 up to 1996) for these l-00

realizations are given in table C.3 in appendix C.2.
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Fig. 6.11 Estimated trend versus number of observations used ( left-most est imate based on data for 1957-

1996, r ight-most est imate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection'.  annual:3 noise levels. For 100

real izat ions of connection noise. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

Flom table C.3 it is clear that the mean value of trend estimates based on 132 years of data does not

change if the amount of connection noise increases. However, as can be seen from both this table and

figure 6.11, the spread in estimated trend values increases significantly with increasing height connection

noise level. For a standard deviation of 5 mm, curves of estimated trends are similar for the different

realizations of noise functions. Ttend estimates based on a standard deviation of 2 cm show a larger

variety. However, even for a noise level of 2 cm, trend estimates (based on at least 90 years of observations)

are within 1.0% of the actual trend value (1.5 mm/yr) present in the data.

If the time series contain the same sea-level signal with normally distributed random noise added to the

yea.rly values, the first singular value is still relatively large; at least for low noise levels. The higher the

noise level, the smaller the ratio between first and second singular vaiue; see table C.1 in appendix C.1.

This is not surprisingly, since, with increasing noise level the similarity between the time series will reduce.

Consequently less signal will be common to all time series (represented by the 1st singular value), and

more information will be transfered to the higher principal components.

As an example, in figure 6.12, reconstructed signals based on only the second singular value are shown

for (one specific realization of) height connection noise with standard deviations of 0.1, 1, and 10 cm.

For the low noise ievels, the influence of the reconstructions based on the second singular value is rather

small as compared to the signal represented by the first singular value. If the large noise level applies (o

10 cm), the signal represented by the second principal component is significant.

Same long periodic fluctuations, different short periodic fluctuations

Figure 6.13 shows estimated trends for 100 realizations of height connection noise, based on standa,rd

deviations of 0.5, 1, or 2 cm. Mean value and range of the trend estimates (for data from L865 up tp

1996) based on these 100 realizations, are again given in table C.3 in appendix C.2.

Results as presented in table C.3, for data sets containing different high-frequency oscillations are

similar to those based on the same periodic pattern. However, it can clearly be seen that although the

o : 1 c mo:  0 .5  cm oz 2 crn
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Fig. 6.12 Reconstructions ( lst stat ion) based on second principal component. Height connection: annual;
noise level: 1 mm. L cm. or L0 cm. Al l  t ime series contain the same oeriodic f luctuations.

spread in trend estimates is simiiar, values are systematically high. As indicated in the preceding (and
in chapter 4), this is a side-effect of the method used (ss.+.) to generate the short periodic signals.

Fig. 6.13 Estimated trend versus number of observations used ( left-most est imate based on data for 1957-
L996, r ight-most est imate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection annual;3 noise levels. For 100
real izat ions of connection noise. Time series contain dif ferent short periodic f luctuations.

Periodic fluctuations based on different sea-level height time series

Figure 6.14 shows that, again, the spread in estimated trend curves increases significantly with increasing
height connection noise level. However, even for connection noise with a standard deviation of 2 cm, trend
estimates (based on at least 90 years of data) are within l0% of the actual trend in the time series. Mean
value and range of the trend estimates (for data from 1865 up to 1996) based on these 100 realizations of
connection noise, are presented in table C.3 in appendix C.2. The results seam slightly better than those
based on the data set containing the same periodic pattern.

Fig. 6.14 Estimated trend versus number of observations used ( left-most est imate based on data for 1957-
1996, r ight-most est imate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection: annual:3 noise levels. For 100
real izat ions of connection noise. Time series contain dif ferent oeriodic f luctuations.

6.3.3 Height connections determined in specific measuring campaigns

In this section, a height connection scenario will be used in which tide gauges experience secular move-
ments and have been connected to the local reference frame in specific measuring campaigns. To simulate

o: 0.5 crn o : 1 c m o: 2 crn

a :  0 .5  cm a : 1 c m oz 2 crrt
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inconsistencies introduced by the height connections, one of the following three scenarios will be used:
regular, 'irregular, or historical; see table 6.3 or section 6.2.3 for more details on these height connection
scenarios. It is assumed that tide gauges follow secular movements and determined height differences are
distributed over the elapsed period between the height connections.

For all tide gauges it is assumed that height connections have been performed at the same time with
the same measurement precision. Errors introduced by inaccuracies in height connections are described
by normally distributed random noise with a specific standard deviation.

Same absolute sea-level signal for all tide gauges

regular First, it is assumed that all height connection errors can be represented by normaliy distributed
random values with a standard deviation of 1 cm. For height connections performed every 1-0, 20 or 30
years trend estimates are shown in figure 6.15, based on 100 different reaiizations of measuring noise.

Comparison of the graphs in figure 6.15 shows that increasing the elapsed time between height con-
nections from 10 to 20 years leads to a somewhat larger spread between estimated trend values based on
different realizations of height connection noise. A further increase in time span to height connections
everv 30 vears hardlv chanees the estimated trends.

Fig. 6,15 Estimated trend versus number of observations used ( left-most est imate based on data for 1957-
1996, r ight-most est imate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection regular; N : 10, 20, or 3Q; o:
L cm. For 100 real izat ions of connection noise. Al l  t ime series contain the same oeriodic f luctuations.

If height connections can oniy be performed with a standard deviation of 2 cm, variations in estimated
trends based on different realizations of height connection noise increase significantly; see figure 6.16. This
effect is even more pronounced for the simulated data sets based on larger time spans between subsequent
height connections. The larger the time span between the height connections, the larger the spread in
estimated trend values based on different realizations of connection noise.
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Fig. 6,16 Estimated trend versus number of observations used ( left-most est imate based on data for 1957-
1996, r ight-most est imate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection regular; N : 10, 20, or 30; o:
2 cm. For 100 real izat ions of connection noise. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

Comparison of figures 6.15 and 6.16 shows that if height connections are performed every 10 years,
increasing the noise level from 1 to 2 cm yields a larger spread in estimated trend values. However, if a
large enough number of observations is included, trend values still stabilise more or less within L0 % of.
their actual value. This is confirmed by table C.4 in appendix C.2, which gives a range of trend estimates
(based on 132 years of data) of 1.42 - 1.56 mm/yr for a noise level of 1 cm. If connection noise is based
on a standard deviation of 2 cm. trend estimates ranse between 1.34 and 1.63 mm/vr.

number of obseruations

every 20 yearsevery 10 years every 30 years

every L0 years every 20 years every 3O years
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With increasing period between subsequent connections, the difference that might occur between the
actuai slope value and the value around which trend estimates stabilise becomes larger. This implies that
the risk increases of estimating trends that are systematically too high or low, if longer time spa.ns occur
between height connections.

As an example, for one specific realization of connection errors (a I cm), figure 6.17 shows reconstructions
based on specific singular values. Results for larger noise levels will not be shown since they are, except
for the scale, almost equal to those based on a value of only 1 cm.

The reconstruction based on the first singular value contains the trend and periodic pattern. In
reconstructions for higher principal components, errors introduced by height connections are visible.
At least, these reconstructions reveal when inconsistencies between time series have been introduced.

Consequently, this information could be used to reduce the influence of height connection errors; see
chapter 3.
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Fig. 6.17 Reconstructions (1st stat ion) based on resp. l th, 2nd, or 3rd principal component. Height connec-
t ion regular; N : 10, o: L cm. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

If the time span between height connections increases, the pattern in reconstructions based on specific
singular values becomes less clear as compared to the results for height connection every 10 years. This is
demonstrated by figure 6.1-8, showing reconstructions based on the first three singular values, for height
connections everv 30 vears.

Fig. 6.18 Reconstructions ( lst stat ion) based on resp. l th, 2nd, or 3rd principal component. Height connec-
Lion regular; N : 30, o: 1 cm. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

irregular Height connections a,re assumed in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, and 1996; yielding four height
differences, see section 6.2.3 for more details. It is assumed that tide gauges follow secular movements and
determined height differences axe distributed over the elapsed period between the height connections. In
figure 6.19, estimated trend curves are shown for three different levels of height connection noise. Tbend
estimates based on a standard deviation of l- cm are similar to those based on more regular height
connectionsl see figure 6.15. With increasing noise level, the spread in estimated trend values increases
significantly. For example, for a noise level of 2 cm, the spread in estimated trend values based on irregular
height connection is larger than for regular height connections every 30 years (see figure 6.16).

historical Instead of using the same precision for all height connections, for subsequent connections
lower noise levels are assumed. One of the following sets of standard deviations will be used:

1920 1940 1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 1940
yeal
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o : 1 c m o: 2 crn
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Fig. 6.19 Estimated trend versus number of observations used (left-most estimate based on data for 1957-
1996, right-most estimate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection: irregular; 3 noise levels. For
100 real izat ions of connection noise. Al l  t ime series contain the same oeriodic f luctuations.

o set 1 1885: o 3 cm, 1940: o 2 cm, 1960: o 2 cm, 1980: a 1.5 cm, 1996: o l- .5 cm. Pessirnist ' ic.
o set 2 1885: o 2 cm. 1940: a 1.5 cm. 1960: o 1.5 cm. 1980: a 1 cm. 1996: a 1 cm.
c  s e t 3 1 8 8 5 :  o 1 . 5 c m ,  L 9 4 0 :  o  1 c m ,  1 9 6 0 :  o l c m ,  1 9 8 0 :  o 0 . 8 c m ,  1 9 9 6 :  a 0 . 8 c m .  O p t i m i s t t c .

For these three sets of standard deviations, estimated trends are shown in figure 6.20. After about
80 or 90 years of observations have been included, trend estimates based on the most optimistic set of
standard deviations stabilise well within l0% of their actual value. For the two higher noise levels, a
somewhat larger amount of observations may be required before trend estimates stabilise. In addition,
the higher the noise level, the larger the difference between the actual trend in the data and the value
around which slope estimates stabilise.

40 60 80 100 120 140
numbrol obs6rvations

Fig. 6.20 Estimated trend versus number of observations used ( left-most est imate based on data for 1957-
1996, right-most estimate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection'. historical; 3 sets of noise levels.
For 100 real izat ions of connection noise. Al l  t ime series contain the same oeriodic f luctuations.

Same long periodic fluctuations, different short periodic fluctuations

In the preceding, it has been shown that only if height connections result in errors with a standard
deviation of 1cm, estimated trend values do not deviate much from their actual value (i.e., 1.5 mm/yr).
For higher noise levels it was found that the larger the period between height connections, the more
estimated trends could deviate from their actual value. The same situation holds for data sets containing
different short periodic fluctuations. Plots of estimated trends will, therefore, not be shown.

For data sets with the same periodic pattern, height connection errors could be discerned from recon-
structions based on specific singular values. Figure 6.21- shows an example of reconstructions using the
first three singular values based on a data set containing different short periodic fluctuations. Fbom these
reconstructions, height connections errors axe no longer visible.

In the reconstructions as given in figure 6.21, inconsistencies between time series due to height con-
nection errors axe completely overshadowed by differences in short periodic fluctuations. If less precise
height measurements are assumed (o 5 cm instead of 1 cm), the effect of height connection noise is more
evident in the reconstructions based on specific singular values. Fbom figwe 6.22, the efect of corrections
to sea-level heights as a result of fictitious height differences is again visible (to plot the data, dots have
been used to enhance the effect of the connection errors).
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Fig. 6.21 Reconstructions (1st stat ion) based on specif ic principal components. Height connection: regular;
N : 10, a: 1cm. Time series contain dif ferent short periodic f luctuations.
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Fig. 6.22 Reconstructions (1st station) based on specific principal components
N : 10, o: 5 cm. Time series contain different short periodic fluctuations.

Periodic fluctuations based on different sea-level height time series

In table C.4 in appendix C.2, mean values and ranges of trend estimates are given for data sets containing
different periodic patterns. Comparison of these results with those corresponding to data sets with the

same periodic fluctuations yields a large similarity, both for mean value and range. After a sufficient

amount of observations have been included, plots of trend estimates are also similar to those in which
the same periodic pattern is used. Therefore, as an example, trend estimates are only shown for height

connections in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, and 1996; see figure 6.23.

Fig. 6.23 Estimated trend versus number of observations used ( left-most est imate based on data for 1957-
1996, right-most estimate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection: irregular; 3 noise levels. For

100 real izat ions of connection noise. Time series contain dif ferent periodic f luctuations.

As indicated in the preceding, the ratio between the first and second singular value resulting from svo can

be used as a measure of similarity between the time series. As can be seen from table C.2 in appendix C.1,
for time series containing the same periodic pattern this ratio decreases rapidly with increasing noise level.
If data sets contain different periodic fluctuations, this ratio is much smaller if no (or only small) height

connection errors are made.
If relatively large height connection errors are present, similar values are derived for the ratio between

first and second singular value, whether the same periodic pattern or different periodic information

applies. This suggests that for small noise levels the effects of differences in periodic pattern prevail,

2nd component
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Fig,. 6.24 Reconstructions (lst station) based on specific principal components. Height connection: regular;
N : 10, o: 1cm. Time series contain dif ferent periodic f luctuations.

while for larger standard deviations height connection errors have a major influence. This is confirmed
by figures 6.24 and 6.25, in which reconstructions are shown for singular values based on data sets with
height connection precisions of resp. 1 and 5 cm. If a noise level of 1 cm applies, reconstructions are
dominated by differences in periodic pattern. In reconstructions based on a precision of 5 cm, differences
due to height connection errors axe visible.
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Fig. 6.25 Reconstructions (1st stat ion) based on specif ic principal components. Height connection regular;
N : 10, a: 5 cm. Time series contain dif ferent periodic f luctuations.

6.3.4 Intermittent correction of heights

In the preceding, it has been assumed that tide gauges foliow secular movements and determined height
differences are distributed over measurements obtained during the eiapsed period between height connec-
tions. In this section, it will be shown how results are influenced if heights are corrected intermittently.
As described in section 6.2.3, all six tide gauge axe assumed to undergo secular movements, either with
values relatively close to each other, or with larger differences between the stations. In addition, all
resuits are based on height connection scenario: historical.

Same absolute sea-level signal for all tide gauges

Figure 6.26 shows estimated trends for the scenario in which secular movements of individual tide gauges
are more or less similar in size. As compared to results in which height differences have been divided over
past measurements (see figure 6.20) trend estimates show a somewhat larger range if more than around
60 years of observations have been inciuded. This larger range in trend values can also be seen from
comparing results in table C.4 with those presented in table C.5; both in appendix C.2.

Results in figure 6.26 have been based on data sets in which all six stations show similar secular
height changes. If instead a rvider range of velocity values applies (see table 6.2), results are derived as
presented in figure 6.27. Comparison of these figures shows that larger differences in velocities hardly
effect estimated trend curves. However, for the larger differences in velocities, more "extreme" examples
of estimated trend curves seem to appear.

For one realization of connection noise, reconstructions based on specific singular values are shown in
figure 6.28. Especialiy from the reconstruction based on the fourth singular vaiue, the pattern of height

2nd component
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Fig. 6.26 Estimated trend versus number of observations used ( left-most est imate based on data for 1957-

1996, right-most estimate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection'. historical; 3 sets of noise levels.

For 100 realizations of connection noise. Intermittent correction of heights. Small differences in velocities

between t ide gauges. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

40 60 80 1m 120 140
numbdol obsorualions

Fig. 6.27 Estimated trend versus number of observations used (left-most estimate based on data for 1957-

1996, right-most estimate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection'. historical; 3 sets of noise levels.

For 100 realizations of connection noise. Intermittent correction of heights. Large differences in velocities

between t ide gauges. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

connections is clearly visible. Contrary to results shown in preceding sections, this connection pattern

displays jumps, analogous to the pattern of simulated errors as shown in section 6.2.3 (figure 6.5).
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Fig. 6.28 Reconstructions (4th station) based on specific principal components. Height connection: historical;
pessimistic noise levels. Intermittent correction of heights. Small differences in velocities between tide gauges.

All  t ime series contain the same oeriodic f luctuations.

Same long periodic fluctuations, different short periodic fluctuations

Results based on data sets in which different time series contain different short periodic fluctuations are

both similar to those based on the same periodic pattern and to those shown in section 6.3.3 (data sets

contain different short periodic fluctuations; height differences distributed over past measurements).

For data sets with the same periodic pattern, height connection noise was clearly visible from reconstruc-

tions based on specific singular values, especially from the 4th singular value. In section 6.3.3 it has been

explained that in data sets with different (short) periodic fluctuations, connection noise is only visible if

larger noise levels apply.

set 3: optimistic

set 7: pessirnistic set  2 set 3: optimistic
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In figure 6.29, reconstructions from the fourth singular value are shown for data sets based on three

different sets of connection noise. Fourth singular value is used, since, these reconstructions show (for

these particular experiments) height connection errors the most clearly. Figure 6.29 demonstrates that

only for larger values of connection noise, inconsistencies between time series due to the height connections

are visible from the reconstructions. However, even for the pessimistic set of noise levels, the pattern of

connection errors is not reallv clear.
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Fig. 6.29 Reconstructions (4th stat ion) based on 4th principal component. Height connection: historical;

3 sets of noise levels. Intermittent correction of height. Small diflerences in velocities between tide gauges.

Time series contain dif ferent short periodic f luctuations.

Periodic fluctuations based on different sea-level height time series

Mean value and range of trend estimates for 100 realizations of connection noise errors are presented

in tabie C.5 in appendix C.2. This table shows tbat results for data sets in which time series contain

different periodic fluctuations are almost equal to those in which all time series are based on the same
periodic pattern. This is also clear from comparing trend estimates curves, as shown in figures 6.26 and

6.30; both using data sets in which the tide gauge experience similar vertical movements.

40 60 80 1m 120 140
numberol obseNations

Fig. 6.30 Estimated trend versus number of observations used (left-most estimate based on data for 1957-

1996, right-most estimate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection historical; 3 sets of noise levels.
For 100 realizations of connection noise. Intermittent correction of heights. Smal/ differences in velocities
between t ide gauges. Time series contain dif ferent periodic f luctuations.

Figures with reconstructions based on specific principal components are not shown. Even if time series

are based on the pess'imistic set of standard deviations, inconsistencies introduced by inaccuracies in

height connections are no longer visible. This implies that (for these specific simulated time series),

inconsistencies resulting from height connection errors are small as compa,red to variations in periodic

fluctuations between the time series.

6.3.5 Abrupt changes in height

In this section, results will be shown for the scenario in which height differences are divided over past

measurements, while in reality one tide gauge has experienced an abrupt change in height. It is preferred

to only show results for one specific realization ofheight connection noise. The reason behind this decision

is that in plots with 100 realizations of noise the effects of an abrupt change are difficult to discern due

set 7: pessimistic

set 7: pess'i.mistic set 2 set 3: optimistic
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to the (wide) spread in trend curves. Still, in table C.6 in appendix C.2, mean value and range of trend

estimates are given for 100 realizations of height connection errors.
A11 plots of estimated trends are based on height connections scena,rio. 'irregular with o 1 cm. Results

witl only be shown for data sets in which all time series contain the same periodic pattern. The plots

contain two different curves, a black curve representing results based on scenarios with different jumps, a
grey curve (for reference) showing trend estimates for one specific realization of connection noise, without

an additional jump.

Figure 6.31 shows estimated trends for data sets in which one time series experiences an abrupt vertical

movement in 1890. This figure demonstrates that the larger the abrupt vertical movement of the tide
gauge, the larger its effect on estimates of a common trend in the group of time series.
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Fig. 6.31 Estimated trend versus number of observations used ( left-most est imate based on data for 1957-

1996, right-most estimate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection'. irregular; a 1 cm. Height

difFerences divided over past measurements. Abrupt change ( lst t ime series) of 1, 5, or 10 cm in 1890.

In figure 6.6 (section 6.2.3), simulated errors resulting from an abrupt change in height have been
presented. Fbom these plots it could be discerned that an abrupt change in height occurring shortly after

the last connection or shortly before the next height determination yields reiatively large errors in the time

series. On the other hand, if the jump occurs somewhere in between subsequent height connections, its

influence is relatively small. This is confirmed by figure 6.32, in which the first tide gauge experiences an

abrupt change in height somewhere in between the first (in 1885) and second (in 1940) height connection.
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Fig. 6.32 Estimated trend versus number of observations used ( left-most est imate based on data for 1957-

1996, r ight-most est imate on data from 1865 up to 1996). Height connection: irregular; o 1cm. Height

dif |erences divided over past measurements. Abrupt change (1st t ime series) of 5 cm.

6.4 Transition to higher trend at the beginning of the time series

In chapter 4 it has been shown that a 0.8 mmf yr lower slope value at the beginning of the data set could

not be discerned from individual time series containing periodic fluctuations based on actual sea-level
height series. Smoothing of the time series did not yield a significant improvement. In this section it is

investigated whether or not the detectability of a change in trend at the beginning of the sea-level height

series improves, if more time series containing this pattern are available.

jump: L cm

jump in 1912



6.5 Tlansition to higher trend, at the end, of the ti,me seri,es

First, it is assumed that tide gauges are connected in height without introducing additional errors into
the measurement series. Tlend estimates for data sets containing the sa,rne periodic pattern, different
short periodic fluctuations, or different short- and long periodic fluctuations, are shown in figure 6.33.
For the data set in which all time series contain the same periodic pattern, results are equal to those
presented in chapter 4.

40 60 80 lm 120 1Q
numbrof obseryalions

Fig. 6.33 Estimated trend versus number of observations used ( left-most est imate based on data for 1957-1996,
r ight-most est imate on data from 1865 up to 1996); 6 t ime series; (possibly dif ferent) periodic f luctuations.
First,  trend 0.7 mmfyr; in 1885 abrupt increases to 1.5 mmfyr. No errors introduced by height connection.

Comparison of trend curves as shown in figure 6.33 with those given in figure 6.7 (same trend through-
out the time series, no additional height connection noise) clearly reveals the lower trend estimates after
around l-1.5 years of data have been included. However, based only on results as presented in figure 6.33,
lowering of trend estimates due to the actual variation in sea-level increase cannot be discerned from
other fluctuations in slope estimates resulting from long periodic information in the data.

Although fluctuations in trend estimates are largely reduced if different time series contain different
(long) periodic patterns, the change in trend at the beginning of the time series is still of the same order
of magnitude as oscillations in trend estimates. Consequently, adding more time series to the data set
does not, significantly, improve the detectability of a change in trend in the beginning of the sea-level
height series. Therefore, results based on different height connection scenarios will not be presented.

6.5 Ttansition to higher trend at the end of the time series

In chapter 4 it has been shown that a small increase in trend value (from 1.5 to 1.8 mm/yr) is difficult to
discern from plots of estimated trerid values, even if observations up to the year 2100 are used. If sea-level
rise acceleration is more severe (e.g., trend increases to 4.5 mm/yr), this change in trend becomes visible
if of the order of 30 to 40 years of observations are obtained.

past height connections (up to 1996)
scenario I remarks

"future" height connections
scenano I remaxks

no-error no-eTTor

annual o : 5 m m . o : 1 c m . o ; 2 c m annual o : 5  m m .  o :  1 c m .  o : 2  c m
h'istorical st. dev. from sel 1, set 2, or set 3 annuat o : 5  m m .  o  :  I  c m .  o : 2  c m
historical st. dev. from sel 1, set 2, or set 3 regular N : 5 or N: 10 years

o : 5 m m ,  o ' , L c m , o : 2 c m

Table 6.4 Height connection scenarios used to examine the detectabi l i ty of a change in trend at the end of
the t ime series.

In the following sections, it will be examined how the detectability of a change in trend at the end of
the time series is influenced by inconsistencies between the time series introduced by height connection
errors. Table 6.4 gives an overview of the height connection scenarios that will be applied. Often, for the
complete simulated time series with data up to the year 2100, two separate height connection scenarios
will be used. The first scenario applies to data obtained in the past, i.e., height connections performed up
to 1996. The second scenario applies to "future" height connections. It is assumed that tide gauges follow
secular movements and determined height differences are distributed over the elapsed period between the
height connections. Results will be shown for data sets in which the six time series either contain the

t29
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same periodic fluctuations, or data sets in which all time series are based on different (long and short)

periodic fluctuations.

6.5.1 No inaccuracies in heights between tide gauges

For reference, in this section, estirnates of a common trend will be shown for a group of six tide gauges.

It is assumed that (past and future) height connections between tide gauges do not introduce additional

errors into sea-level height series.

Sarne absolute sea-level signal for all tide gauges

Figure 6.34 shows estimates for a common trend, based on a group of time series in which sea-level rise

increases to resp. 1.8, 4.5, or 7.8 mm/yr. Tfends are plotted versus the year up to which observations

have been included in the estirnation. Results are equal to those presented in chapter 4.

d l

1

1.5 & 1.8 rnrnf yr

1940 1960 1980 20m 2020 2G0 2060 20& 2100

1.5 k 7.8 rnrn/yr

t\^.,^-J\

1920 190 1960 1980 2mO
year

Fig. 6.34 Estimated trend versus the date up to which observations have been used. Past and future height

connect ion :  no-er ro r .  F i rs t ,  t rend o f  1 .5  mm/yr ;  in  1991 abrupt  change to  1 .8 ,4 .5 ,  o r7 .8  mmfyr .  A l l  t ime

series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

Periodic fluctuations based on different sea-level height time series

If the frequency content of the periodic pattern for the six time series would be completely different,

combining the six time series would result in a major reduction of the influence of the periodic fluctuations.

However, as already indicated in section 6.3.1, there is significant correlation between the frequency

contents of data sets for the six tide gauges on which the simulated time series used in this chapter have

been based. Consequently, combining the six time series will only reduce part of the influence of the long

periodic fluctuations on the trend estimates.

This is confirmed by figure 6.35. Compared to figure 6.34, trend estimates show somewhat less

variations if data up to around 1980 is used. As a resuit, the effect of sea-level rise acceleration is

somewhat clearer, ever for a small increase in slope value to only 1.8 mm/yr.

Fig. 6.35 Estimated trend versus the date up to which observations have been used. Past and future height

connection: no-error. First,  trend of 1.5 mm/yr; in 1991 abrupt change to 1.8, 4.5, or7.8 mmfyr. Time series

contain dif ferent periodic f luctuations.
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6.5 Trans'it'ion to hioher trend at the end of the time series

6.5.2 Annual connection of all heights

As reference for the two following sections, it will be assumed that inconsistencies introduced by height

connections can be represented, for the complete time span (from 1865 up to 2100), by normaliy dis-
tributed random errors on annual mean values. Same standard deviations are used throushout the time
series and for all six tide gauges.

Same absolute sea-level signal for all tide gauges

As an example, figure 6.36 shows estimated trends for data sets in which sea-level increase accelerates
to 1.8 mm/yr. For the two smallest standard deviations, spread in trend estimates is rather small. Only
if a precision of 2 cm applies, trend estimates show some more variation. However, as can be seen from
table C.8 in appendix C.2, if observations up to the year 2050 (or 2100) are used, the range in trend values
does not increase much with decreasing precision of height connections. Even for a standard deviation of
5 cm, trend estimates for the yea^r 2050 range only between 1.51 and 1.66 mm/yr.

yeat year year

Fig. 6.36 Estimated trend versus the date up to which observations have been used. Past and future height
connection: annual;3 noise levels. For 100 real izat ions of measuring noise. First,  trend of 1.5 mm/yr; in 1991
abrupt change to 1.8 mm/yr. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

Periodic fluctuations based on different sea-level height time series

Analogous to the data set without height connection noise, visibility of sea-level increase to 1.8 mm/yr
improves a little as compared to the data sets based on the same periodic fluctuationsl see figure 6.36.
Even for height connection errors with a standard deviation of 2 cm, trend curves seem to stabilise
followed by a slow increase in slope values.

Fig. 6.37 Estimated trend versus the date up to which observations have been used. Past and future height

connection: annual;3 noise levels. For 100 real izat ions of measuring noise. First,  trend of 1.5 mm/yr; in 1991
abrupt change to 1.8 mm/yr. Time series contain dif ferent periodic f luctuations.

6.5.3 Permanent monitoring of future height changes

For data up to 1996, height connections are assumed that, more or less, correspond to the history of Dutch
first order ievellings; i.e, height connection scenario: h'istorical. It is assumed that tide gauges foliow
secular movements and determined height differences are distributed over the elapsed period between the
height connections. Connection errors are represented by normally distributed random noise with one of
the followine sets of standard deviations:
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o set 1 1885: o 3 cm, 1940: o 2 cm, 1960: o 2 cm, 1980: o 1.5 cm, 1996: a 1.5 cm. Pess' im' ist ' ic.

o set 2 1885: o 2 cm, 1940: o 1.5 cm, 1960: o 1.5 cm, 1980: a 1 cm, 1996: a 1 cm.

o  s e t 3 1 8 8 5 :  o  1 . 5 c m ,  1 9 4 0 :  o  1 c m ,  1 9 6 0 :  a  1 c m ,  1 9 8 0 :  a 0 . 8 c m ,  1 9 9 6 :  a 0 . 8 c m .  O p t i ' m i ' s t ' i c .

trYom 1996 on, permanent monitoring of height changes applies, or height measurements are performed

on (at least) a yearly basis. Consequently, future height connections (after 1996) introduce errors that

can be described by normally distributed random values added to annual mean sea-level heights.

A small increase in trend value (from 1.5 to 1.8 mm/yr) is already difficuit to detect in time series

containing no additional height connection errors. Therefore, results presented in this section are based

on data sets with a sea-level rise acceleration to 4.5 mm/yr.

Same absolute sea-level signal for all tide gauges

First, the pess'im'ist'ic set of precisions will be assumed for height connections performed in the past.

Figure 6.38 shows estimated trends versus the year up to which observations are assumed available. For

future height connections, three different noise levels are used.
As can be seen from figure 6.38 (and table C.10), curves of estimated trends are not (significantly)

influenced by the precision of height connections after 1996. Due to the low precision and long time spans

between height connections in the past, whether future connections have a standard deviation of 5 mm

or 2 cm, does not change the results.

Fig. 6.38 frt i#eA trend versus date up to *f i . i"oU..rvations have been ,r.4. p.t t  height connection:

historical,  pessimist ic noise level. Future height connection: annual:3 noise levels. First,  trend of 1.5 mm/yr;

in 1991 abrupt change to 4.5 mmfyr. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

Ftom estimated trends as shown in figure 6.38, it is clear that sea-level rise is increasing. However, a

rather long range of future measurements might be required before this sea-level rise acceleration becomes

clearly visible. In addition, it is difficult to estimate the onset time of the acceleration.

Sea-level rise acceleration is difrcult to discern from the plots of estimated trend values due to the

relatively low precision of height connections in the past. This is confirmed by flgure 6.39, in which all

estimated trends have been based on future height connections with a noise level of 5 mm, while for past

connections different sets of standard deviations have been used.

Comparison of the results in figure 6.39, clearly shows that the spread in estimated trend values sig-

nificantly decreases if better precisions are assumed for past height connections. Flom plots of estimated

trends based on the opt,imi,sti,c set of standard deviations, sea-level rise acceleration is already clearly

visible after only a limited amount of future observations has been included.

As a final example, different noise levels are assumed for future height monitoring, while for past height

connections lhe opti,mi,sti,c set of standard deviations is used. Estimated trends versus the year up to

which observations are assumed available are shown in figure 6.40. The three plots, based on different

future noise levels are (more or less) identicai. Consequently, if measurements obtained in the past have

to be included, changing the precision of future height measurements hardly has any effect.

Why historical height connections have a much larger influence can be explained as follows. A (very)

long time span is assumed between some height connections performed in the past. As a result, errors

in these connections yield inconsistencies in the time series that are systematic over large parts of the

data set. Errors in future height connections are assumed random on a yearly basis. Therefore, even for

since 1996: o: 0.5 cm since 1996: o: L cm

1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 2020 2040 2060 2060 2100

since 1996: o: 2 crn
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Fig. 6.39 Estimated trend versus date up to which observations have been used. Past height connection:

historical,3 sets of noise levels. Future height connection: annual; o: 5 mm. First,  trend of L.5 mm/yr; in

1991 abrupt change to 4.5 mm/yr. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

i940 1960 1980 2mO 2020 20& 2060 20N 2100 1920 1940 1960 1980 20m 2020 2040 2060 2080 2100
Year year

Fig. 6.40 Estimated trend versus date up to which observations have been used. Past height connection:

historical,  optimist ic noise level. Future height connection: annual:3 noise levels. First,  trend of 1.5 mm/yr;

in 1991 abrupt change to 4.5 mm/yr. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

relatively large standard deviations, their influence will be diminished if a sufficiently large number of

years has been included.

In preceding sections, it has been shown that inconsistencies between time series due to height connection

errors could sometimes be discerned from reconstructions based on singular values. From figure 6.41,

the different frequencies of height connections before and after 1996 can clearly be seen. The pattern

introduced by inconsistencies between the time series due to the four height differences determined up

to 1996 are clearly visible. After 1996, reconstructions show a noise-like behaviour, corresponding to the

random differences in annual mean values between the time series.
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Fig. 6.41 Reconstructions (3rd stat ion) based on specif ic principal components. Past height connection:

historical,  pessimist ic noise level. Future height connection: annual; o' .  L cm. Al l  t ime series contain the

same periodic f luctuations.

Periodic fluctuations based on different sea-level height time series

Tbend estimates hardty change if time series contain different periodic fluctuations instead of the same
periodic pattern. This is confirmed by the ranges of trend estimates as given in table C.10. Therefore,

results for time series containing different periodic fluctuations will not be shown.
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6.5.4 Future height connections once every 5 or L0 years

In the preceding section it has been shown that due to the long time interval between past height

connections, precision of future height connections (on an annual basis) hardly influences the results. In

this section, the effect of enlarging the period between future height connections will be examined.

For data up to 1996, same history of height connections is assumed as in the preceding section.

Instead of yearly connections, after 1996 heights of tide gauge bench marks are determined every 5 or 10

years in specific measuring campaigns. Errors introduced by these connections are described by normally

distributed random values usinq the same standard deviation for all stations.

1920 1940 1960 1980 20m 2020 2040 2060 2080 2100
yeal

Fig. 6.42 Estimated trend versus date up to which observations have been used. Past height connection:

historical, pessimistic noise level. Future height connection: regular; N : 5 years; 3 noise levels. First, trend

of L.5 mm/yr; in 1991 abrupt change to 4.5 mm/yr. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

Figure 6.42 shows estimated trends, based on the pess'im'istic set of standard deviations for past height

connections. Future connections are assumed every five years using three different noise levels. Compar-

ison with results as presented in figure 6.38, shows that trend estimates are hardly influenced if height

connections are performed every five years instead of at least once a yeax.

Analogous to results based on permanent monitoring of tide gauge bench marks, a large amount of

observations might be required before sea-level rise acceleration can be discerned from trend estimates

as given in figure 6.42. This is, again, due to the (assumed) low quality of historic height connections.

If the opt,imisti,c set of standard deviations is used for height connections performed in the past, trend

estimates are derived as shown in figure 6.43. Flom these graphs, the acceleration in sea-level rise is

clearlv visible after onlv a limited number of data has become available.

Fig. 6,43 Estimated trend versus date up to which observations have been used. Past height connection:

historical, optimistic noise level. Future height connection: regular; N : 5 years; 3 noise levels. First, trend

of 1.5 mm/yr; in 1991 abrupt change to 4.5 mm/yr. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

Next, it is tried whether or not enlarging the period between future height connections from 5 to 10

years, will effect estimated trend values. Figures 6.44 and 6.45 show estimated trends based on resp. the

pessirnistic and opti,m,isti.c set of standard deviations for historic height connections. Results as shown

in these figures show a large similarity with results based on connections every 5 years (figures 6.42 zr'd

6.43) and permanent monitoring of heights (figures 6.38 and 6.40). This is confirmed by ranges of trend

estimates as given in tables C.10, C.11 and C.12, al l  in appendix C.2.
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since 1996: a: 0.5 crn since 1996: since 1996: 2 crn
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Fig. 6.44 Estimated trend versus date up to which observations have been used. Past height connection:

historical, pessimistic noise level. Future height connection: regular; N : 10 years; 3 noise levels. First, trend

of 1.5 mm/yr; in 1991 abrupt change to 4.5 mm/yr. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

Estimated trends presented in this section show a large similarity with results based on permanert (future)

monitoring of tide gauge bench marks. Fbom these figures it is clear that spread in estimated trend values
is only reduced if a better quality applies to past height connections. Increasing the noise level of future

height connections (up to a maximum of 2 cm) or enlarging the period between measurements (up to 10

vears) does not influence the results.

since 1996: oz 2 crn

Fig. 6.45 Estimated trend versus date up to which observations have been used. Past height connection:

historical, optimistic noise level. Future height connection: regular; N : 10 years; 3 noise levels. First, trend

of 1.5 mm/yr; in 1991 abrupt change to 4.5 mm/yr. Al l  t ime series contain the same periodic f luctuations.

Estimates based on data sets containing different periodic information are almost identical to those using

time series with the same periodic pattern. Therefore, no results will be shown for data sets in which
periodic fluctuations have been based on actual sea-level data for different tide gauges.

6.5.5 Conclusions and recommendations

Based on results with simulated data sets as presented in preceding sections, following conclusions and

recommendations can be made.

Concerning the number of time series By adding more time series to a data set, effect of random

errors (e.g., measuring errors) is reduced. However, the large amount of observations required for trend

estimates to stabilise around their actual values is due to long periodic fluctuations in the time series and

is not a result of measuring errors. Therefore,

o Adding more time series with the same long periodic fluctuations does not improve the detectability

of a common sea-level variation patterr in the time series. If time series contain periodic information

based on data collected by different tide gauges along the Dutch coast, having more time series gives

a slight improvement.

o The above conclusion does not imply that one time series is enough to determine the sea-level

variation curve in a specific region. If only one time series is used, erroneous information (both

errors in sea-level measurements and distortion of the regional pattern by local circumstances) in

this data set directlv affect the estimated pattern.
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r In addition, based on only one time series, it cannot be ascertained that a common curve suffices
to describe sea-level variation in a specific region. Inspection of various sea-level height time series
is required in order to establish that they follow a common curve.

Concerning height connections performed in the past How much variation is present between
trend estimates based on different realizations of height connection noise depends both on the quality

of the height measurements and the time span between the subsequent height connections. Based on
different scenarios of possible height connections, the following conclusions can be made:

o A deterioration of the precision of the height measurements from 1 to 2 cm, leads to a significant
increase in spread between trend estimates based on different realizations of connection noise.

o For higher noise levels, it is more pronounced that the larger the time span between subsequent
connections, the larger the variation that can be present in trend estimates.

r However, even if height connections can be performed with a very good accuracy, long periods

between height connections are not advisable. In order to correct for determined height differences,
a model concerning the height changes (e.g., secular movements) has to be assumed. If this model
is not correct, e.g., because one tide gauge has experienced an abrupt change in height, the longer
the period between subsequent connections, the larger the error that can be introduced.

Concerning future height connections In order to predict future sea-ievel rise and detect accel-
erations in sea-level variation historical data has to be used as well. Consequently, detectability of
greenhouse-gas induced sea-level rise is not only influenced by precision of future measurements, but
largely determined by accuracy of measurements obtained in the past.

o Iflong periods have elapsed between subsequent historic height connections, increasing the standard
deviation of future height connections from 2 cm to 5 mm, hardly influences the measuring time
required to detect an acceleration in sea-level rise.

o In addition, permanent monitoring of tide gauge heights does not yield significantly better results
as compared to height connections determined every 5 or 10 years in specific measuring campaigns.

o The above conclusion only applies if tide gauge bench marks experience secular movements. Per-
manent monitoring (or at least yearly measurements) of tide gauge heights minimises the influence
of more abrupt movements of tide gauges.

Recapitulating it can be said that having more time series containing the same sea-level variations and
short intervals between height connections will hardly improve the detectability of this variation pat-

tern. However, more time series and a high frequency of height connections are required to improve the
reliability of detected patterns.



Chapter 7

Regional height datum connection

7.L Introduction

In preceding chapters, it has been explained that tide gauges measure sea-level variations relative to a
Iocal tide gauge bench mark. In order to determine a (reliable) common sea-level variation pattern for a
group of tide gauges, inconsistencies should be removed from the individual time series. Inconsistencies
between the time series introduced by vertical movements of the tide gauge bench marks can be removed
by connecting the tide gauges in height.

For historical tide gauge data, often no direct height measurements between the tide gauges are
available. Usually, tide gauges have been connected to a local height reference system by means of spirit
levelling. Consequently, orthometric heights (or normal heights, etc.; see chapter 5) and variations in
these heights are, in principle, available for the various tide gauges. As a result, for a group oftide gauges,
a common sea-level variation pattern, relative to the local height reference system, can be determined.

In theory, the reference surface should equal the geoid, but in practice some kind of approximation
of the geoid has been introduced. Often, a reference surface for iocal orthometric height measurements
is defined by averaging sea-level observations at one or more fundamental tide gauges, thereby creating
a local vertical datum. Due to various processes, e.g., wind forcing, variations in salinity, etc., mean sea
Ievel is not an equipotential surface. Therefore, different vertical datums refer to different equipotential
surfaces. As a result, off-sets exist between the different height datum zones. In addition, fundamental
stations in the various datum zones, from which the locai height systems originate, might experience
vertical movements, €.8., s a result of post-glacial rebound.

In chapter 6, a common sea-level variation curve has been determined for a group oftide gauges along the
Dutch coast. Of interest were sea-level variations relative to the Dutch height system (xae). Therefore,
height variations of the NAP system itself, have not been considered.

In chapter 8, patterns in sea-level variations will be examined for a group of tide gauges situated in
the North Sea area. In this area, tide gauge heights have been determined relative to different vertical
datums. Vertical movements of the fundamental stations in the different datum zones wili have introduced
inconsistencies between time series corresponding to tide gauges situated in different height datum zones.
In order to remove these inconsistencies, the different vertical datums should be connected in height.

In this chapter, an indirect method for connecting vertical datums will be discussed, and the quality that
might be expected from the datum connection will be investigated. The technique used in this chapter is
based on the method of Rummel and Teunissen (1988), and can be explained with the following example.

Figure 7.1 shows two verticai datums (equipotential surface A and equipotential surface B) defined
by a reference station, fundamental station A and fundamental station B, in the two datum zones. To
determine the difference in height between the two equipotential surfaces, orthometric heights of both
reference stations are needed. As can be seen from figure 7.1, the orthometric height of the fundamental
station above the geoid can be derived if in the datum zone at least one station is available for which
the geometric height above the selected reference surface is measured, the orthometric height relative
to the fundamental station is determined based on e.g., levelling, and the corresponding geoid height is
estimated through solving a geodetic boundary value problem.

In this example, the difference in orthometric height between the fundamental stations in the datum
zones have been used to connect the two datums. Since orthometric heights are subject to assumptions
concerning topography and crust density in the following the potential difference (or to be more precise,
dynamic heights) between the equipotential surfaces will be used for connecting vertical datums.
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STATION 1

Fig. 7.1 Vert ical datums A and B are connected by potential dif ference C.q,o : H.sa '1, which can be

determined from a combination of geometric, orthometric, and geoid heights.

7.2 Adding datum shifts to a geodetic boundary value problem

The example discussed in the preceding section demonstrates that only potential differences between

datum zones can be determined using the proposed method. Consequently, to connect vertical datums,

some kind of reference equipotential surface has to be selected. For connecting various datum zones only

the potential differences between the datum zones themselves are important, not the potential differences

between the datum zones and the adopted reference equipotential surface. As a result, the selection of the

reference equipotential surface is not of major importance. Therefore, the equipotential surface defined

by the fundamental station in an arbitrarily selected datum zone can be used.

If the potential of the reference equipotential surface is denoted byWo, the potential difference between

this reference surface and any fundamental bench mark, P, is given by:

cpo :wo-w(P) :wr - ry\ -  /  R \ ' * '
, ? " \ ' o  )

cm.Y*o(P) - Z(P) (7 .1 )

with Z(P) the centrifugal potential.

Based on equation (7.1), Bruns' formula can be derived;
details.

see Rummel and Teunissen (1988) for more

N :
T - L W o

(7.2)^l

In this equation, LW6 is the reference potential anomaly, and ? the anomalous potential. Equation (7.2)

yields "geoid heights" relative to the selected reference equipotential surface (Wo).

To illustrate the parameters that have to be solved for in a datum connection problem, figure 7.2 shows

the separation between a selected reference equipotential, the adopted reference ellipsoid, and a number of

other equipotential surfaces corresponding to local vertical datums. The separation between the reference

equipotential and the geoid is given by Bruns'formula, i.e., equation (7.2). The separation between datum

zone i and the reference zone is given by ?. I" order to solve the datum connection problem, these

separations have to be determined.

Solution for one daturn zone First, one unified global datum is assumed, i.e., LWs is constant.

Substituting a representation for the disturbing potential (T) into Bruns'formula yields the solution for

the geodetic boundary value problem based on one, uniform, datum. The geoid height for a point P can
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REFERENCE EQUIPOTENTIAL

datum zone 2

14ws
v

REFERENCE ELLIPSOID

Fig.7,2 Separation between reference el l ipsoid, adopted reference equipotential surface and other equipotential
surfaces as defined by local bench marks.

be determined from:

czo
v

(7.3)

or, if all terrestrial gravity measurements have been reduced to the geoid (or to be more precise, to
the unified global datum that is used as an approximation of the geoid), in spherical (constant radius)
approximation as

t " l t  @  /  o : I  {

N(P)  :  l y ' o  +  l y ' r  +u " '  t  (  1  )  f  t lC , - cosm) *ASr -s inmA)P l - ( cosd )
1 1  u \ r /  u .

r/(P) : r/0 + r[ * 
* I"st(4''pq)A's(Q)d'oq

LWo , 6{GM)
^ /  - R 1

(7 4)

In theseequat ionso isaun i tsphere ,  S t (Vpe) isStokes ' in tegra l func t ion ,Nr is the f i rs tdegreeterm, i .e . ,
the deviation between the centre of mass of the reference ellipsoid and the centre of mass of the earth,
and A/6 the zero-degree term, i.e.,

( w o - u o )  ,  G M  - G M o
T -^t r^l

(7.5)

By solving the datum connection problem, the zero degree term is solved for as well. However, it is
not possible to estimate AF ut a separate unknown. Only the combination of AWs and d(GM) can
be solved for. Fortunately, the geocentric gravitational constant of the reference eliipsoid, GMs can be
determined rather accurately from satellite tracking measurements. Therefore, it is assumed that, with
a high enough accuracy, 6(GM): 0, i.e., the "true" geocentric gravitational constant, GM,is equal to
the geocentric gravitational constant of the reference ellipsoid.

In this thesis, the first degree term will be neglected as well, i.e, it is assumed that the centre of mass
of the reference ellipsoid and the centre of mass of the earth coincide. Including the first degree term in
the datum connection problem has been discussed by van Onselen (1998). For estimating the first degree
term a global distribution of measurements is needed. Since, for this thesis only the North Sea area is
considered, the first degree term will not be treated.

Solution for more datum zones Instead of one, unified, global datum it is assumed that there are
(1 11) datum zones worldwide. One of these datum zones is used as reference equipotential surface. The
potentiai differences between the fundamental station in the reference zone and the fundamental stations,

Q4, of all other datums zones are denoted Cgos.
For stations in the reference zone, the geoid height can still be determined from Bruns' formula.

However, since N is the separation between the fundamental station and the reference ellipsoid, for other
datum zones Bruns' formula has to be adapted, i.e..

,rrr(l)
T - L W o l C e , o

(7 .6 )
I

The notation N(t) is used to indicate that although the term geoid height is used, actually the height of
the equipotential surface through the fundamental station in zone i above the adopted reference ellipsoid
is meant.
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Based on the adapted version of Bruns'formula the geoid height for a point P situated in datum zone i

can be determined. The actual solution for the geodetic boundary value problem depends on the nature

of the available gravity information. In this chapter, only the combination of satellite derived potential

coefficients with terrestrial gravity measurements will be considered. For a discussion of results based on

either satellite derived potential coefficients or surface gravity data see van Onselen (1998).

Ifboth potential coefficients and terrestrial gravity data in a spherical cap about the station ofinterest

are available, the geoid height for a point P situated in datum zone i consists of three parts, i.e.,

N(,)(p) : lrJ,) + r/, + t/"

N6 is the zero degree term, which is given by:

^ , ( r )  LWo CO,o
i t n

N1 is the contribution ofthe terrestrial gravity measurements in the spherical cap 0!r) around the station.

It can be derived, see van Onselen (1993), that this contribution can be written as an adapted version of

Stokes' integral, i.e.,

p  r , t t .  r 2 o  f  . . .  ,  f
N,: 

4;  J, , , :nJ.=ost(tbpet lonlJ '  
*  A"o,")sint t tdd.tda

(7.8)

in which Aglr) arc gravity anomalies reduced with respect to datum zone j. Since we have assumed
(1 + 1) datum zones, the index j runs from 1 to 1, indicating that for gravity anomalies that have been

reduced to datum (j), the potential difference Cqro has to be included.

N" is the contribution of the potential coefficients, i.e.,

(7.7)

(7.e)
p  f t  f 2 o

N, 
# I-" =r. l_')orrrrrr,Ae,sin tdt;d, : *f,QtLgtl,. x)

|yi  u- r) (4) '  q, i  to",- cos m) * AS,- sinrn.\) pl.(cosd) *' r ^ . f ? \ r r - u
" "  I : 2  

\  '  /  
m : O

n ^ t  @  t  o r l  I

= f  t t -  1 )  {  a  )  8 ,  f  (c , -cosm)*S1-s inm) , )P6 lcos0)
a 1 r  \  r  /-  ' '  l : L o + l  m : o

in which information above degree .Lo is either omitted or estimated based on some kind of model, and Agl

is the l-th degree Laplace harmonic of L,g(0,,\), and Q, are truncation coefficients as given by Molodenskii

et al. (1962\.

Kernel modification In the preceding, "normal" Molodenskii truncation coefficients corresponding to

Stokes' function have been used. In order to minimise omission errors, and/or the total error, Stokes'

kernel can be modified, leading to different truncation coefficients. Modified truncation coefficients com-

bine, for the area of the spherical cap, terrestrial gravity information with gravity information from the
potential coefficients. Different authors prefer different types of kernel modifications; see e.9., Heck and

Gruninger (1987). de Min (1996) claims that probably the best results a,re obtained using a combined

Meissl/Wong&Gore modifi cation.

Results for error propagation in vertical datum connections, as presented in the following sections,

will all be based on the modified Meissl/Wong&Gore truncation coefEcients. For more details on the

inciusion of these truncation coefficients in the method of vertical datum connection, and comparisons

of results based both on these modified coefficients and the Molodenskii truncation coefficients, see van

Onselen ( 1998).
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Cornrnent For high quality connection of vertical datums, the solution of the geodetic boundary value
problem should be based on a (scalar) Molodenskii approach. As an alternative, an approach based
on gravity ratios and ratios of radial distances could be used; for more details see Baarda (1979) and
Baarda (1995). However, in this chapter it is not tried to find an optimal method for connecting vertical
datums in which all possible contributions are incorporated. The purpose ofthis chapter is to gain insight
in the influence of the various geodetic measurements on the quality of the derived datum connection
parameters. Consequently, model errors will not be considered and error propagation can be based on a
more simple solution of the geodetic boundary value problem. Therefore, to investigate error propagation
in vertical datum connections, the solution of the geodetic boundary value problem will be based on the
Stokes approach.

7.3 Least-squares solution of vertical datum connection

To connect the vertical datums, the potential differences Cq,6 between the 1 datum zones and the selected
reference zone have to be determined. In addition, the potential value of the selected reference zone (or
to be more precise the reference potential anomaly) AW's has te be estimated. These datum connection
pa,rameters can be determined as foliows.

In every datum zone at least one station is assumed for which the geoid height can be determined
by solving a scalar Stokes'boundary value problem. These geoid heights are related to the equipotential
surface determined by the fundamental station in the datum zone in which the station under consideration
is situated. Consequently, the solution for the geoid height of station P, situated in datum zone i, not
only contains the unknown va,lue of AWo but also the unknown value of Cqu6.

For every station P(') the geoid height cannot only be determined through a geodetic boundary value
problem, but also from measurements of the geometric height of the station and the orthometric height
of the station relative to the fundamental station in the datum zone in which P(i) is situated. Flom these
two equations for every station the unknown datum connection parameters can be determined by means
of a least-squares adjustment. The advantage of using a least-squares adjustment is that this method
allows the verification of the precision of the derived datum connection parameters and the reliability of
the measurements and datum connection oarameters.

Observation equations For every station p(i) *. have two equations to determine the geoid height
of this station relative to the equipotentiai surface as defined by the fuadamental station of the datum
zone in which the station is situated. The geoid height can be determined from the geocentric height, h,
and orthometric height, gtt) (with respect to the vertical datum zone i in which the station is situated),

N ( , ) ( p )  : h ( p ) - H \ n e ) (7.10)

Besides, the geoid height of this station can be determined as a solution of a scalar Stokes' boundary
value problem, i .e..  by equation (7.7).

Comparing the two sets of equations for the geoid height for all stations allows, after some rearranging,
the system of observation equations to be written in the form:

Y : A X * C (7 .11 )

in which Y is a vector containing for every station the observations, A is the design matrix, and X is the
vector containing the unknown datum connection pa,rameters.

It is assumed that the gravity anomalies in a cap centred around point P, all refer to the same vertical
datum, i.e., the vertical datum i in which point P is situated. Consequently, there is only one vertical
datum involved with the gravity anomalies. In this case:

r41

Y: the observation vector has elements Ueo:h- gti) - 
lSt'tng!i) ) -NJat -N5-

.4: the design matrix has elements either 0, -1, or (1 12ISi-q)
X: the vector with unknowns has elements +, ry, i : 1,2, - . - ,I
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in which the following abbreviations have been used

4 st" @slil ) : * I::, l* ot* t,t1os[i do i

NJat : 
#F-r,- 

t, (*) ' o, 
^E^(LC6cosm),t 

Lsmsinm)) P1^(cosl)

N6m : 
# ,8.,u- 

r, (*) ' ,r 
2(c6cosm),+ 

smsinrn)) p1-(cosl)

r s"p*qn : 
* l::, l,'" orr. {,Dooo

(7.r2)

(7.13)

(7.r4)

l a  1 < \

Nfi- is not really an observation; this term is either neglected or approximated based on a model.

Precision To solve the datum connection parameters from the system of observation equations, i.e.,

equation (7.11), the a-priori variance-covariance matrix of the measurements is needed. Following Xu

and Rummel (1991), if the observations of geometric, orthometric, and geoid height can be assumed
uncorrelated, the variance-covariance matrix of the observations can be determined by:

E y : E n * l a * l r v (7.16)

in which E1 is the variance-covariance matrix for the observations of geometric height, Es is for ortho-
metric height measurements, and !1,' is the variance-covariance matrix corresponding to geoid heights.
How these a-priori lariance-covariance matrices can be obtained will be derived in section 7.4.

The well-known solution for the unknown datum connection parameters, X, following from a least-squares

adjustment ofequation (7.11) is:
x: (A?E;I ,+)-rAr>;rv (7.17)

The first part of equation (7.17) consists of the a-posteriori variance-covariance matrix of the datum

connection oarameters.
,,, : (ArE;r Al-1 (7.18)

the diagonal elements of this matrix contain the va,riances for the estimated datum connection parameters,

i.e., the variances for 4*& u.rd 
c?". 

These variances indicate how well the unknown potential value of

the reference surface, ui.d th. potlential differences between the reference surface and the other datum
surfaces can be determined. The variance of the potential difference between two arbitrary datum zones,

Cpq, carr be estimated from the covariance matrix as given in equation (7.18) by:

o2c.q : ob ro * o2ceo - 2 . oceocqo / 7  1 0 \

It should be noted that potential differences divided by 7 are estimated in order to derive more

convenient results in metres. However, for reasons of simplification, often only potential difference is

written, whereas potential difference divided by 7 is actually meant.

The reiative effect of an error in resp. the geometric height, orthometric height, or geoid height on the
precision of the derived datum connection parameters can be computed as:

Exn E,ATE;1E1,E; |  AD,

E *  u  t , A T E : t E r E : t  A E ,

Ex.n ,  E*ArE; t  tN t t1 ,4D"

(7.20)

These matrices give the precision of the derived datum connection parameters due to the uncertainty in

the measurements of respectively geometric height, orthometric height, and geoid height.
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Reliability The advantage of solving the datum connection problem by means of a ieast-squares ad-
justment is that not only the precision of the derived datum connection parameters can be estimated but
their reliability and the reliability of the involved measurements can be verified as well.

A measure of the reliability of the measurements, often referred to as the internal reliability, is the
minimal detectable bias, A3fr. This is a measure of the error in the measurements that can be detected
with significant level a and power B. Following Baarda (1968), this minimal detectable bias can be
calculated with the following equation:

(7.2r)

In this equation ,\6 is related to the test parameters a and B. For example, for a: 0.05 and 13:0.8,
ils has the value 2.8. The parameter Mi can be determined from:

Mi : cT (Ey)-' Q r(Er)-' 
"o

(7.22)

If applied to data snooping, ci is a vector consisting of zeros except for the i-th position corresponding
to  the  measurement  tha t  i s  been tes ted ,  i .e ,  c i :  (0 ,0 , . . . ,1 ,0 , . . . ,0 )7 .  Qe is  the  var iance-covar iance
matrix of the measurement errors, i.e., Qe - Ey ArrAT .

The reliability of the derived datum connection parameters, often referred to as the external reliability, is
the influence of a minimal detectable bias A[ on the estimated parameters. The influence of a minimal
detectable bias on the i-th datum connection parameter is, according to Baarda (1968), given by

A  t ' .  _  s ,   ? r - 1 n y
a t r x  -

If applied to data snooping, A4 t a vector consisting of zeros except for the position corresponding to
t h e i n f l u e n c e o f t h e m e a s u r e m e n t t h a t i s b e e n t e s t e d , i . e ,  A { : 1 0 , 0 , . . . , L W , 0 , . . . , 0 ) ? .

7.4 A-priori covariance matrices

In order to determine the accuracy of datum connection pa,rameters, the a-priori variance-covariance
matrix of the measurements is needed. Assuming no correlation between the three types of observations,
the a-priori covariance matrix of the measurements can be determined by simply adding the a-priori
covariance matrices for the measurements of resp. geometric height, orthometric height, and geoid height.

7.4.1 A-priori variance-covariance matrix for orthometric heights

In order to determine the a-priori variance-covariance matrix for orthometric height measurements, it is
assumed the the precision of orthometric heights is entirely determined by the precision of the levelling
measurements (for a justification of this assumption see van Onselen (1998)). Consequently, the variance-
covariance matrix for the orthometric heights can be derived from the variance-covariance matrices of
existing levelling networks.

Since the area of interest is the North Sea region, variance-covariance matrices resulting from, e.9.,
the upt N-95 adjustment could be used. Although resulting in very realistic values for the precision of
orthometric heights, this method has a number of disadvantages, among which:

o Using the full covariance matrices from the upt t{-95 adjustment would involve a tremendous amount
of data from which covariances for the stations under consideration have to be selected. Therefore,
practically only variances of stations can be used.

o Not all stations under consideration are necessarily a part of the uelx network, sometimes points
nearby have been used. Consequentlg va,riances for these stations have to be estimated based on
the results for nearby UElN-stations.

o Standard deviations are given relative to NAp. For the data configuration under consideration,
standard deviations relative to other reference equipotentials are needed as well.

Therefore, for error propagation studies, the precision of the orthometric heights wiil be based on a
general guideline describing levelling precision. In general, the standard deviation for levelling measure-
ments can be written as

143

o6s(mm) : ot/  S (7.24)
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with S the levelling distance in km, and o the unit standard deviation. For first order leveiling networks,

e.g., in Europe, a standard deviation of 0.6 mm/r/km, is feasible. Since the actual levelling distance
between the stations and the corresponding fundamental station is hard to recover, horizontal distances
between the stations have to be used with an adapted (larger) value for a.

For the following sections, a value o : 0.8 will be used. This factor 0.8 is selected to give standard
deviations that show, on average, a la,rge similarity with standard deviations as presented by Lang and

Sacher (1996a). Since the horizontal distance between stations is used instead of the actual levelling

distance, stations iike Brest (in the western corner of Fbance) will get a slightly over-optimistic estimate
of their standard deviation, whereas for stations in e.g., Italy, the estimate for the standard deviation

based on the general guideline is slightly too pessimistic.

7.4.2 A-priori variance-covariance matrix for geometric heights

Most stations used in the following sections are IERS sites. Consequently, standard deviations for these

stations as published by Inns can be used. Since, from general tnRs publications (e.g., Boucher el a/.
(1992) or Boucher and Altamimi (1993)), no information about correlation between the stations is avail-
able, it is assumed that the geometric height measurements are uncorrelated.

For stations that are not part of a global "fundamental reference network" of vlBI, sLR, or cPS

stations, relative geometric heights with respect to one or more of these "fundamental space stations"

can be determined using differential cps. According to Bock (1996), the variance of these relative

measurements can be estimated as

o2(mm2):  9.0 -F (o.oo6 .  s)2 (7.25)

in which s is the distance (in km) between the station under consideration and the "fundamental space

station". Table 7.1 shows standard deviations for the geometric heights ofthe 30 stations used in the
following sections, based on the values for rrRr'92 as published by Boucher and Altamimi (1993).

Station st. clev.
GTASSE

Toulouse
Brest
Graz
Borowiec
Bologna
Trieste
Monte Venda
Madrid-Robledo
Madrid-Facultad

0.o
1.6
1 .2
0.6

0 .7
2.0
2 .1
0.5
0.6

Station si .  dev.

Kootwijk
Westerbork
Zimmerwald
Monte Generoso
Potsdam
Wetzell
Hohenbunstorf
Effelsberg
Hohenpeissenberg
Karlsburg

0.6
u . /
0.7
1.8
1 .5
0.6
0.9
0 .8
1 .7
0.6

Station st. dev.
l1.lrscnr}erg
TYomso
Honefos
Ttysil
Onsala
Martsbo
Metsahovi
Chilbolton
Herstmonceux
Carnutsy

I

0 .6
1 .8
0.9
0.6
0.7
0.7
1 . 1
0.6
r .7

Table 7.1 Stat ions and their standard deviat ions ( in cm) for geometric heights, based on ITRF92

7.4.3 A-priori variance-covariance matrix for geoid heights

In order to derive a variance-covariance matrix for the combination of potential coefrcients and surface
gravity data, a procedure as described by Smeets (1992) is used. The geoid height can be determined as:

(7.26)

in which ,91* is used to indicate that instead of the "normal" Stokes function. modified kernel functions

can be used as well.
Instead of the "true" gravity anomalies, in the first integral the mean terrestrial gravity anomalies,

Lgr, arc used and in the second integral the anomalies derived from the potential coefrcients, Ag". The

error caused by this substitution is given by

N: 
j  

I  s , - t r t ' roooo*
4r^t J o"

P T
+ I St.(l.t)L,sdo

u* : 
* I""t*,frros, 

- ^4)ao * * I"_""st. 
g.t)(a,s, - Ls)d,o (7.27)
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This error can be rewritten as:

6N

+

Eo*,o : (*.,)'; t* 
-ai@))' d,,s1"o,E,q1

o,:'+ 
lo" "tr/')r,{"osl,,)slr 

l,,dtl,: Co(r - tr)t}

c('t, : 
" {r=;i;Ae 

- G - r') - 1' - 11, *"'1'\

p @ r o ' l

* t l = - Q i ( d . ) l ( e ' ) r
' t - ,  I

p @ r o l

# t  |  =  -  Qi?h") l  l t  -  BtkbBt l (agt t
z 1  - t t - L  I' t - r r

o L o D 6

*Dqr@'"l?), - * t eikr'")(Ls)t
'  l : 2  '  l : L o * l

(7.28)

in which (e1)1 is the square root of the error degree variance of the terrestrial measurements, (Ag)1 the
square root of the degree variances of the gravity anomalies, (e")s the square root of the error degree
variance of the satellite derived gravity a.nomalies, B1 the so-called smoothing-coefficients and Ty'p the
radius of the spherical cap over which the block mean values are determined.

Based on the four contributions to the error in geoid height as introduced in equation (7.28), the
variance-covariance matrix for the geoid height can be written as

EN".nro : EoN. uo * E*"no * Efy"irq * Eftr",rra (7.2e)

in which E'*rNo is the lariance-covariance matrix due to the commission error in the terrestrial gravity

measurements, referred to as propagated error, t$"r^ is due to the omission error in the terrestrial
gravity measurements, referred to as discretization erior, and Efu"ro and E!,r""o are the variance-
covariance matrices due to resp. the commission a^nd omission errors in the ootential coefficients.

Variance-covariance matrix due to the propagated error The commission error in the terrestrial
gravity measurements, i.e., inaccuracies in the measurements themselves, is referred to as propagated error
to make the distinction with the commission error for the potential coefficients.

Inaccuracies in the terrestrial gravity measurements are assumed stochastic, no systematic effects are
present. Fbom equation (7.28) it can be derived that the va,riance-covariance matrix due to the propagated
error in the gravity measurements can be estimated by:

(7.30)

in which d1 are the error degree variances of the gravity anomalies.
Using C(d) for the covariance function of the gravity anomalies, the error degree variances of the

gravity anomalies can be determined from:

(7.31)

The covariance function of the terrestrial gravity anomalies can be computed as, see Sj6berg (1986),

(7.32)

Consequently, for a specific variance and correlation length of the gravity anomalies, the parameters Cs
and p ca,n be determinec.

As an example, according to de Min (1996), for the second order gravity network in the Netherla,nds errors
in terrestrial gravity measurements can be described by a combination of the following three effects:

o Errors in first order network. This effect will have a relatively long wavelength. To describe this
error a standard deviation of 10 pgal and a correlation length of 0.5 degrees could be used.

o Connection of second ordei network. Described by a theoretical corariance function with a standard
deviation of 50 pgal and a correlation length of 0.1 degrees.

o Measuring noise. This effect will have a very short wavelength. To estimate this noise a standard
deviation of 200 pgat and a correlation length of 0.01 degrees could be used.

Assuming the three error sources mentioned above to be uncorrelated, these three effects can be added
to model the propagated error.
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Variance-covariance matrix due to the discretization error Discretization errors are associated

with the gravity anomalies being given at discrete locations (or as mean values) instead of a continuous
function. Fbom equation (7.28), the variance-covariance matrix due to the discretization errors can be

determined from

D 2 @

Eor"*o : h I (Qi12 ctPtrcostpe)
t :L "+ I

In which c, are again anomaly degree variances and Ql the truncation coefficients.

(7.33)

in which c; are the anomaly degree variances.
Discretization errors are a very local effect, consequently, anomaly degree variances are needed up to

very high degree in order to calculate meaningful results. I{owever, it could be argued that since terrestrial

measurements are only used in a small area (e.g., {" : 2") around a limited number of observation points,

the discretization error can be made negligible small by adding enough terrestrial measurements. In the
following it will be assumed that the effect of the discretization error on the geoid height can be reduced

to a few millimetres, and is, therefore, neglected.

Variance-covariance matrix due to the commission error It can be derived, see van Onselen
(1998) that the commission error (uncertainties in the potential coefrcients), can be determined from:

tfto"u : F(P)EbsFr (Q) (7.34)

where -F (P) and F'(Q) are coefficient matrices that relate A.C,^ and LSn- lo the geoid heights at points

P and Q, respectively. X|5 is the variance-covariance matrix of the potential coefficients ACr- and

A,S,- for the area outside the spherical cap {". This variance-covariance matrix for the area outside the

spherical cap can be determined by introducing additional eigenvalues (+A';Y in the calculations.

Presently, global geopotential models up to degree and order 360 are available; e.9., EGM96. However,
these models are not only based on satellite measurements, but also on terrestrial gravity measurements.

Since terrestrial gravity measurements have usually been reduced to some kind of equipotential surface

based on orthometric height measurements, terrestrial gravity measurements in different height zones
will have been reduced to different equipotential surfaces. As a result, these terrestrial measurements

themselves and, consequently, the resulting potential coefrcient models, are affected by discrepancies
between vertical datums.

Another disadvantage of potential coefrcient models based on terrestrial gravity measurements is

that we do not want correlation between terrestrial measurements used to improve the quality of the

datum connection, and the set of potential coefrcients itself. Consequently, it seems more prudent to use
potential coefficient models that are not based on terrestrial gravity measurements. Therefore, we the

following two potential coefrcient models will be used:

. JGM2s - the Joint Gravity Model, developed for the Topex/Poseidon mission and obtained from

tracking to various satellites with various orbit characteristics. Presently (1997) this is the best
satellite-only model available. A full variance-covariance matrix up to degree and order 70 will be

used.

. cocE - a new gravity model to be obtained from a scheduled Gravity Explorer Mission. To obtain

this cocE variance-covariance matrix a simulation has been performed for a 6 months gradiometry

mission, with a sun-synchronous orbit with a height of 270 km, in combination with cps-tracking.
This resulted in a block-diagonai matrix, containing information up to degree and order 180.

Variance-covariance matrix due to the omission error Using equation 7.36 of Heiskanen and

Moritz (1967), the variance-covariance matrix resulting from the omission error in the potential coefrcients

can be found as:

(7.35)
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7.5 Datum connection in North-West Europe

In this section, quality of regional datum connection will be investigated through error propagation. The
region considered is North-West Europe, in which three datum zones have been defined:

1. Western-Europe; with zero-point NAP; as fundamental station Amsterdam is used. Note that Nap
is also the zero point for the United European Levelling Network (unr,u).

2. Scandinavia; with fundamental station Helsingborg in Sweden.
A common height system for investigations in the Baltic area is the Nordic Height System L960,
as introduced by Ekman and Md,kinen (1991), but its zero point is N-a.p. Therefore, Helsingborg,
which was the original basis of the Swedish height system and from where the Swedish levelling
network is connected to NAp has been used as fundamental station for this region.

3. Great Britain; with fundamental station Newlyn. Newlyn mean sea level for 1975-27 defines "Ord-
nance Datum Newlyn", a reference for geodetic levelling in the U.K.

These three datum zones are all part of uplt't and, consequently heights (in geopotential units) for
stations in all of these zones are available relative to NAp. However, there is only one single connection
line between resp. Great Britain and Scandinavia and the continent of Europe; see Ehrnsperger et al.
(1982) for a description of the uuN-73 network and e.g., Lang and Sacher (1996a) for the enlarged unr-N-
95 network. For a high quality datum connection one measurement between datum zones is insufficient.
Therefore, in this studies, these areas are considered as separate height datum zones. Figure 7.3 shows
the distribution of stations and datum zones under consideration. In total 30 Ipns sites have been used.

Zone
Name
Stations

0
w-Europe

2 l

1
Scandinavia

6
Great

2
Britain

J

Fig. 7.3 Distr ibution of stat ions (r),  fundamental stat ions (*) and datum zones.

While assessing the accuracies of the derived datum connection parameters as presented in the following
sections it should be kept in mind that only the effect of the quality of the measurements, the station
configuration, etc. has been considered. The effect of model errors (e.g., introduced by using a Stokes
approach for solving the geodetic boundary value problem) on the quality of the datum connection
parameters has been neglected.

Although actually Ap and gij arc estimated, in the figures representing the results for the error
propagation the notation Atr4l6 and Cii wlll be used to simplify the captions. Furthermore, in the text
often potential differences wiil be written while potential differences divided by normal gravity is meant.
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Figure 7.4 shows standard deviations with which datum connection parameters can be determined for

terrestrial gravity measurements in a spherical cap of two degrees around every station in combination

with potential coefrcients derived from resp. the tcna2 and cocB potential coefrcient model; modified

Meissl/Wong&Gore truncation coefficients (rrawc) have been used.
Based on the .tcu2 model, standard deviations range between 13.5 and 21.9 cm. The largest values

correspond to the connection with Great Britain (datum zone 2). This can be explained by the fact that

the Great Britain datum zone contains only three stations. If the cocp model becomes available these
paxameters could be determined with standard deviations ranging from 0.9 up to 1.4 cm, the larger values

again applying to potential differences relative to the Great Britain height zone.

;GM2 model GoCE model

Fig. 7.4 Standard deviat ions of vert ical datum connection parameters ( in cm); $" :2" .

FYom the relative effects of the various error sources, see figure 7.5, it is clear that if the .tcu2 model

is used the major pa.rt of the error is caused by the commission and omission error in the potential

coefrcients. Errors in orthometric height are the major limiting factor in case the cocp model is used

for solving the datum connection problem. Therefore, for this data configuration and these precisions

for the other measurements, an improvement in the precision of geometric heights and terrestrial gravity

information will not lead to a more precise datum connection. On the other hand, the precision with

which the datum connection parameters can be determined could be improved by an increase in precision

of the orthometric heights, i.e., an improvement in the precision of the levelling measurements.
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Fig. 7,5 Effect of contr ibuting error sources on the precision of datum connection parameters ( in cm). h:
geometric heights, fI: orthometric heights, No: propagated error, AI": commission error, A/o: omission error.

Figure 7.6 shows the minimal detectable bias, Iy;, following from data snooping, for the 30 measurements.
This figure shows that, with significance level o : 0.05 and power 0 : 0.8, in case the lcv2 model is

used errors ranging between 28 and 127 cm in measurements cannot be detected by testing. If the cocs

model is used, values for the minimal detectable bias range between 3.6 and 11.4 cm.

Figure 7.7 shows the external reliability based on data snooping, i.e, the ilifluence of a model error A34 in

one of the 30 measurements on the estimated parameters, i.e., on ."rp. Ap, 
f , utrd f . fne following

conclusions can be made:

o The influence of a minimal detectable bias on the estimate of AF is relatively small if the cocE
model is used, i.e., up to 0.7 cm. If the tctt2 model is used this effect can be up to 8.7 cm.

o If the JcM2 model is used, errors of up to 17.9 cm in f cannot be detected by testing. For the

cocn model, the maximum value for the external reliability of f is 1,.8 cm.
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2 A

' e j  - e _ ' r r '  b '

Fig. 7.6 Minimal detectable bias ( in cm) for 30 measurements result ing from data snooping; based on tcrra2
(*), or cocn model (o).

For $, a minimal detectable bias in one of the measurements can cause an error of up to 60 cm if

the tirra2 model is used. Using the cocE modei instead, leads to a maximum value for the external
reliability of almost 3 cm.

The values for the rcu2 model show a lot more scatter than those corresponding to the coco
model. This is due to the larger scatter in the values for the minimal detectable bias, which is again
caused by the large inhomogeneity in the quality of the measurements if the commission error is

based on the rcrra2 model.
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Fig. 7.7 External rel iabi l i ty for resp. AWo, Cn, C2s ( in cm) due to a minimal detectable bias in one of the

30 measurements in one of the three datum zones; based on .tctvt2 (*),  or cocE model (o).

The three datum zones used are all part of the upt-tt network. Therefore, results derived in figure 7.4
for the standard deviation of the potential differences between resp. the fundamental station in zone 1
(Helsingborg) and in zone 2 (Newlyn), and the fundamental station in the reference zone (Amsterdam)

can be compared with the standard deviations of the corresponding heights (in gpu) resulting from the
adjustment of the upr,n-95/8 network. Flom figure 6 of Lang and Sacher (1996a) the standard deviation

of the dynamic height between Helsingborg and Amsterdam can be estimated as around 15 mm and the

standard deviation between Newlyn and Amsterdam as around 77 mm. It is clear that results derived

using the JGM2 model are by fax worse than these values.
If the cocn model is used results are better, especially for the connection with zone 2 (Newiyn).

Furthermore, in the upt N-95 network the reliability of the connection between Amsterdam and resp.

Helsingborg and Newlyn is extremely low, since it consists of one single connection line. For the method

under consideration, values for the external reliability range between 0.2 and 2.8 cm.

7.6 ttldeal" cap size for terrestrial gravity measurements

If the .tctt2 gravity model has to be used, the commission and omission error in the potential coefrcients

are the major limiting factors in solving the datum connection problem. These errors can be reduced

O

Czo

AWo
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by increasing the area in which terrestrial gravity measurements (of sufrcient quality) are available.
However, increasing the cap size not only reduces the commission and omission error in the potential

coefficients, but also increases the commission error in the terrestrial gravity measurements (propagated

error). Therefore, some kind of "ideal" cap size has to be found, based on the data configuration under

consideration, which will give an optimal solution.

To demonstrate the effect of increasing the spherical cap in which high quality, high density terrestrial
gravity information is assumed available, error propagation is performed for three additional cap sizes.
Figure 7.8 shows standard deviations of estimated potential differences, based on the lcu2 potential

coefficient model. Comparing these results with figure 7.4, shows a major increase in precision if the

spherical cap is increased from two to five degrees. By increasing the size of the spherical cap to seven,

or even ten degrees, standard deviations for the datum connection pa.rameters decrease even further.

tb" - 5" ' V c :  t { " :  lO"

of vert ical datum connection parameters ( in cm);

Figure 7.9 shows, for these three cap sizes, the relative influences of the various error sources on the
precision of both $ and ?, again based on the tcv2 potential coefficient model. Comparing these
results with those presented'in figure 7.5, clearly shows that the further the cap size is increased, the
further the relative influence of the commission and omission error decreases. However, even for a cap
size of ten degrees the commission error in the potential coefrcients is still the limiting factor for solving
the datum connection oarameters.

rlt- : 5"
Cro Czo

t | , t -  :7"
Cro Czo

tb. :7O"
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0

o

o

0

Fig, 7.9 Effect of contr ibuting error sources on precision of vert ical datum connection ( in cm); JGM2 model;

3 dif ferent cap sizes.

Especially for a spherical cap of ten degrees, standard deviations of estimated datum connection param-

eters are rather good. Since, even for a cap size of ten degrees, the commission error in the potential

coefrcients of the tcrur2 model is still the limiting factor for soiving the datum connection parameters, it

seems advantageous to even further increase the spherical cap size. Unfortunately large cap sizes yield

all kind of other complications, for instance:

o Availability of high quality terrestrial gravity measurements around every station in large areas.
To estimate the propagated error, quality estimates of the Dutch second order gravity network
have been used. Since this is relatively very high quality gravity information, the assumption that
gravity information of this quality is available over very large areas, e.9., cap size of 10 degrees, is

rather unrealistic.

r High density of terrestrial measurements.
It has been assumed that discretization errors in terrestrial gravity measurements could be negiected,

assuming a high enough density of terrestrial measurements within the spherical caps.

0
o Cro Czo Czt

Fig. 7.8 Standard deviat ions ;crra2 model: 3 cao sizes
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7.7 Influence of the number of stat'ions

r Terrestrial measurements refer to more than one datum zone.
It has been assumed that gravity anomalies in a cap centered around point P all refer to the
vertical datum in which P is situated. For large spherical caps it is more likely that paxts of the

data set refer to neighbouring vertical datums. This makes the assumption of a uniform precision

of gravity anomalies rather unrealistic. In addition, gravity measurements in the spherical cap have
been reduced to differelt reference surfaces and additional datum shifts have to be included in the

equations containing the gravity anomalies.

As a result, accuracies derived for datum connection parameters based on large spherical caps become
rather unrealistic. To derive more realistic values, the above mentioned complications should be accounted
for. These problems have been addressed by van Onselen (1998).

In the following section, for the .lcu2 model a spherical cap size of only five degrees will be used, to
prevent the above mentioned complications related to larger cap sizes. To compare results, figure 7.10 and
figure 7.11 show respectively vaiues for the minimal detectable bias and their influence ol the estimated
parametersl both based on data snooping.

1 0

n e r - e m e l a - - b e l

Fig. 7.10 Minimal detectable bias ( in cm) for 30 measurements result ing from data snooping; based on ;cnt2

mode l ;  l "  :  $ ' .

Comparing these values with those derived for a cap size of two degrees, as shown in figure 7.6 and
figve7.7, shows that, on average, values for the internal and external reliability decrease by a factor 2.

Maximum value for the external reliability of A+ decreases from 9.1 to 7.0 cm, and for f from 17.9

to 11.9 cm. For $ ttt" improvement in external reliability is much more pronounced, i.e., the maximum

error that cannot'be detected by testing decreases from 60.3 lo 27.7 cm.

It can be concluded that the improvement in external reliability depends on the number of stations in

the datum zones. If one of the datum zones contains only a small number of stations, increasing the size

of the spherical cap with terrestrial gravity measurements leads to a increase in external reliability. If

the datum zones contain a larger amount of stations, the increase in external reliabiiity is less profound.

This can be explained as follows. If one of the datum zones contains only a small number of stations,

only very large errors in the corresponding datum connection parameters can be detected by testing. If

datum zones contain more stations (see next section), already smaller errors in the datum connection
parameters can be detected. Therefore, reducing the comrnission error (the main error source if the

.lcrra model is used), has a relatively smaller influence on the externai reliability of datum connection
parameters corresponding to datum zones containing a lot of stations.

7.7 Influence of the number of stations

In theory the method used for connecting vertical datums requires only one station in every height datum

zone. In this section, it is tried to gain some insight in the number ofstations needed in every datum zone

to reach a certain precision and reliability for the derived potential differences between the datum zones.

A first, simple, conclusion is that in order to detect outliers in measurements, more than one station is

needed in every datum zone.
To gain more insight in the influence of the number of stations, a simpie experiment is conducted. First,

ati a-priori covariance matrices for the different measurement types are assumed diagonal (uncorrelated
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F i g . 7 . 1 1  E x t e r n a l  r e l i a b i l i t y f o r r e s p .  L W o , C n , C 2 s ( i n c m ) d u e t o a m i n i m a l  d e t e c t a b l e b i a s i n o n e o f  t h e
30 measurements in one of the three datum zones; based on rcrra2 model; Ib":5".

measurements). In this case an analytical expression can be found for the a-posteriori weight matrix for
the unknowns (normal matrix):

(7.36)

in which J9 is the number of stations in the reference zorrel Jr and Jz resp. the number of statiors in zone
1 and 2, {o1 is the total number of stations (Jnt : Jo * h + Jz), pi are the weights of the observations,
i .e.,  pt i :  @?)-t,  and o: (t+2lStpq,).  As an example, for measurements in a spherical cap of two
degrees, a : I.0756.

Inverting this normal matrix yields the a-posteriori va.riance-covariance matrix for the unknowns. The
diagonal elements of this matrix represent the variances for the datum connection parameters relative to
the reference zone (zone 0), i.e.,
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difference between zone 1 and zone 2 can be found as:

Dl'=rPi +Dt;ZrPi

(7.37)

(7.38)

In this simplified approach of uncorrelated measurements it is clear that the precision with which the
potential difference between two datum zones can be determined depends on the number of measurements
in both datum zones and their lariance. In an even further simplified example, i.e., assuming uniform
precision for all combined height measurements, increasing the number of measurements, or decreasing
the variance of the measurements by a factor two, both lead to an improvement in the precision for the
potential difference of a factor two, see right-hand side of equations (7.37) and (7.38).

In reality measurements will not have uniform precision and the a-priori cor€xiance matrix of the
measurements will not be diagonal. However, variances of measurements are, in general, much larger
than covariances between measurements. Therefore, equation (7.37) and (7.38) can give some insight in
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the relation between the number of measurements and the precision of the derived datum connection
parameters.

To verify the relation between the number of stations and the precision for the datum connection pa-
rameters, error propagation is performed using a data configuration with either two or three stations in
every datum zone. Stations have been selected to minimise errors in geometric and orthometric height,
i.e., stations with small standard deviations for the geometric height, see table 7.1, and close to the
fundamental stations have been used. Figure 7.12 shows the distribution of stations and datum zones
under consideration.

2 stations/zone 3 stations/zone

;+J. : . J

1 0  0  r 0  2 0  3 0  1 0  0  t o

Fig.7.L2 Distr ibution of stat ions (o), fundamental stat ions (*) and datum zones.

Figure 7.13 shows standard deviations of datum connection parameters using the rcu2 model (cap
size for terrestrial gravity measurements 5'). Compared to the results as shown in figure 7.8, standard
deviations increase substantially. This decrease in precision is especially strong for the potential difference
between zone 0 and zone L. This is explained by the fact that these datum zones contained a relatively
large number of stations in the original data configuration (see figure 7.3).

FYom equations (7.37) and (7.38) it can be derived that an increase in the number of measurements
with a factor 1.5 leads to a decrease in variance with a factor 1.5. Applying this factor to the standard
deviations as shown in the left-hand side of figure 7.I3 (2 stations/zone), would yield for the standard
deviations based on a data configuration with three stations/zone the following values: Atr4ls 15.3 cm,
Crc 17.l cm, C2s 16.7 cm, and C21 15.9 cm. Comparing these values with those actually derived for this
data configuration (see right-hand side of figure 7.13), shows a deviation of about 10%.

2 stations/zone 3 stations/zone

Fig. 7.13 Standard deviat ions of vert ical datum connection parameters ( in cm); rcvr2 model, 4)" :5".

Figure 7.14 shows standa,rd deviations for datum connection parameters, based on the cocE potential
coefficient model. Compared to the results as shown in figure 7.4 (original data configuration), standard
deviations increase substantially if the number of stations in every datum zone is reduced. The larger the
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number of stations in the original data configuration (see figure 7.3), the more pronounced the increase

in standard deviation of the corresponding datum connection parameters

If we decrease the variances derived for the data configuration with two stations/zone (see left-hand

s i d e o f f i g u r e 7 . l 4 )  b y a f a c t o r l . S , t h i s w o u l d i m p l y :  L W o 0 . 7 c m , C 1 e 1 . 1  c m , C z o l . 2 c m , a n d C z t l ' 4

cm. Again, there is a strong resemblance with the values actually derived for the data configuration with

three stations fzone (see right-hand side of figure 7.14). The deviation between the two sets of values is

around 1.0%.

2 stations/zone 3 stat ions/zone

F ig ,  7 .14  Standard  dev ia t ions  o f  ver t i ca l  da tum connect ion  parameters  ( in  cm) ;  coco mode l ,  ( "=2" .

In order to determine whether or not a certain amount of stations is sufrcient to solve a specific da-

tum connection problem, not only the precision of the derived datum connection parameters should be

considered. The reliability of the measurements and the resulting reliability of the datum connection
parameters should be taken into account as well.

Figure 7.15 shows values for the minimal detectable bias, Agi, following from data snooping, for

both data configurations. Comparison of the results based on the JGM2 model with those presented

in figure 7.10 shows a substantiai decrease in internal reliability for measurements in zones containing a

relatively large number of stations in the fuli data configuration (measurements in zone 0 and 1). Minimal

detectable bias for measurements in zone 2 increase by a much smaller amount.

Comparing the results for the cocp model with those shown in figure 7.6 shows an increase in minimal

detectable bias ranging between 0.5 and 2.4 cm for the data configuration with two stations/zone, and

ranging between 0.2 and 1.2 cm for the data configuration with three stations/zone'

;GM2 rnodel (/" :5') GoCE mode l  ( ! " :2 " )

Fig. 7.15 Minimal detectable bias ( in cm) result ing from data snooping; based on 2 stat ions/zone (*),  or 3

stat ions/zone (o).

Figure 7.16 shows the external reliability based on the "lcrr,r2 potential coefrcient model. Comparison

with the results presented in figurg 7.11 (based on the original data configurationl see figure 7.3), clearly

shows that reducing the number of stations to only two or three stations/zone has an enormous impact

on the reliability of the determined datum connection pa.rameters. Furthermore it can be seen that:

o Errors 
'" 

+ ranging up to 16.7 cm (two stations/zone) or up to 37.6 cm (three stations/zone)

cannot be dbtected by testing procedures. Note that the extremely large value for the data con-

figuration with three stations/zone is caused by the large minimal detectable bias in measurement

number three. This measurement has not been used in the data configuration with only two sta-

tions/zone.
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al

The maximum value for the external reliability of f was 11.9 cm for the original data configuration.

For data configurations with resp. three or two stations/zone this maximum value is 36.8 cm and
37.4 cm.

In the original data configuration the maximum value for the external reliability of S was found

tobe 27.7 cm. For the data configuration with two or three stations/zone this maximum value is
29.9 cm. Only a small deterioration in external reliability, since, in the original data configuration,
zone 2 also contained only three stations.

AWo Cro Czo
-  .  *  ,  i l  : ;  .

. r  i
t s t  I  i a -

O :  *  :  i l l

i r r
0 zone 1

o t

zo\e

: .
. :  

l ]  
E

zone 0 zone I zone 2 zone 0 zone 1 zone 2

Fig. 7.16 External rel iabi l i ty for resp. LWo, Cn, Czo (n cm) due to a minimal detectable bias in one of the
measurements ;  based on ;c r ra2  mode l ;  4 t " :5 " ;2  s ta t ions /zone ( * ) ,  o r  3  s ta t ions /zone (o ) .

Figure 7.17 shows the external reliability for resp. +, +, and $ due to a minimal detectabie bias
in one of the measurements, based on the cocE potential c6efficient inodel. Comparison with the results
presented in figure 7.7 (based on the original data configuration), shows that the impact of reducing the
number of stations to only two stations/zone on the reiiability of the determined parameters is rather
Iarge. Depending on the number of stations in the original data configuration (see figure 7.3), maximum
errors that cannot be detected by testing increase by a factor 1.3 (for $), ul to 4.3 (for A-Wq). ff the

number of stations is reduced to three stations/zone, values for the external reliability of the derived
parameters are significantly better than those based on only two stations/zone, but still much higher
than those derived for the original data configuration.

Czo
f

zone 0 zone 1 zone 2 zone 0 zone L zone 2

Fig.7. l7 External rel iabi l i ty for resp. LWo, Crc, Czo ( in cm) due to a minimal detectable bias in one of the
measurements ;  based on  coCE mode l ;  t " :2 " ;2  s ta t ions /zone ( * ) ,  o r  3  s ta t ions /zone (o ) .

It can be concluded that:
r If the cocE model is used, reducing.the number of stations to only three or two stations/zone still

yields relative good results for the precision with which the datum connection parameters can be
determined. However, the effect of reducing the number of measurements on the external reliability
is much more pronounced.

o If the JGM2 model has to be used, reducing the number of measurements to only two or even three
stations/zone leads to a substantial decrease in precision with which the datum connection parame-
ters can be determined. The reliabiiity of the measurements deteriorates even worse. F\rrthermore,
a ca,reful selection of stations is needed since some stations will yield measurements with relatively
Iarge minumal detectable bias, causing a relatively large value for the external reliability of the
corresponding potential difference.
Stations have been selected in order to minimise errors in geometric an orthometric height. Since,
if the ;cu2 model is used, the commission error in the potential coefficients is the major limiting
factor, stations should be selected that yield the smallest commission errors.

7.8 Conclusions and recommendations

In the preceding sections, error propagation has been performed for a number of data configurations. Only
the effect of the quality of the measurements and the station configuration has been considered. The
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effect of model errors, e.g., introduced by using a Stokes' approach for solving the geodetic boundary value
problem, has been neglected. Based on the results presented in these sections, the following conclusions

and recommendations can be made.

Comparison with UELN network Heights (in gpu) between fundamental stations as used in the

datum connection scenarios have aiso been determined in European levelling networks. Flom figure

6 presented by La^ng and Sacher (1996a), the standard deviation of the dynamic difference between

Helsingborg and Amsterdam is estimated as around 15 mm, while the standard deviation between Newlyn

and Amsterdam is of the order of 77 mm. Comparison with results derived in this chapter shows:

r In general, standard deviations derived for potential differences between datum zones based on the

JGM2 coefficient model are much larger. Therefore, if only the .rcu2 model is available, the proposed

model of vertical datum connection does not improve on the precisions obtained by spirit levellings.

o However, the uplN-95 network consists of a single connection line between the continent of Europe

and respectively Great Britain and Scandinavia. Therefore, errors in the derived height differences

cannot be detected by testing.

o If around every station a relatively large spherical cap with high density, high quality terrestrial
measurements is available, results derived using the rGu2 model are more comparable to those

derived for upl-N-95. Minimum required cap size to derive this precision is around 10 degrees.

o In general, using the cocE potential coefrcient model, standard deviations with which potential

differences between datum zones can be derived a.re significantly better than those based on upr-N-

95, especially for the connection with Newlyn.

Concerning the influence of the different measurements The quality of datum connection pa-

rameters is determined by the quality of the geometric and orthometric height measurements, the quality

of the surface gravity data, the quality of the sateliite derived potential coefficients, and the degree and

order up to which potential coefficients are available. For the precisions and data configurations under

consideration it holds that:

o If the JGM2 is used, the quality of the datum connection parameters is limited by the quality of the
potential coefrcient modei. Errors in the potential coefrcients have the largest influence, followed

by omission errors

o If the cocn model is used, largest errors in datum connection parameters result from uncertainties

in orthometric heights.

Concerning the number of stations The accuracy of the derived potential difference between two

datum zones highly depends on the number of stations arailable in these datum zones. The following

remarks concerning the minimally required number of stations in every datum zone can be made:

o To detect (and remove) outliers in the measurements, at least two stations are needed in every

datum zone.

o For the cocE potential coefficient model, having only two stations in every datum zone yields

relatively good results for the precision with which datum connection parameters can be determined.

r However, with only two stations in every datum zone, the reliability of the measurements is not

very good. Therefore, at least three stations in every datum zone are needed.



Chapter 8

Sea-level variation patterns

8.1 Introduction

The main focus of this thesis is to determine how well patterns in sealevel variation can be detected,
considering the fact that the required measurements are oflimited quality. In chapter 4, sea-level variation
curves in individual time series (relative to the local tide gauge bench mark) have been discussed. Of
interest was, how well different curves could be distinguished and whether or not it was possible to
determine the onset year of sea-level rise accelerations.

All time series used in chapter 6, contain long periodic fluctuations; either the same fluctuations for all
tide gauges, or different time series contain different (but very similar) sets of long periodic fluctuations.
For a group of six tide gauges, it has been examined how much the detectability of a common sea-level
variation curve (relative to a local reference frame) is influenced by inconsistencies between the individual
time series. These inconsistencies are introduced by inaccuracies in the height connections between the
tide gauge bench marks and the national reference frame.

In this section, again (simulated) sea-level height data for a group of tide gauges will be used. Of
interest is the influence of inconsistencies between the time series on the detectability of a spatial variation
pattern in the North Sea area (relative to a regional height datum). These inconsistencies between the
time series can be introduced by measuring noise of the tide gauge equipment and by inaccuracies in the
height connections between the tide gauges.

Different strategies can be developed to examine the detectability of sea-level variation patterns. For
example, analogous to preceding chapters, specific spatial patterns could be introduced into the time
series. Next, it could be examined how weli these patterns can be detected, given specific (height)
measuring errors that are introduced into the time series. Furthermore, spatial patterns can be estimated
for different attributes of the sea-level height series. This would result in a large number of scenarios that
have to be examined in order to gain some insight into the influence of the height mea,surements on the
detectability of spatial variation patterns. Therefore, a somewhat simpler approach will be used.

It will be assumed that no spatial variation pattern is present in the area. However, due to incon-
sistencies between time series (measuring noise, height connection errors, etc.), somewhat different trend
values will be estimated for the various tide gauges. Using these trend values as input, spatial variation
patterns in trend values can be determined. These erroneous patterns can be used as an indication ofhow
much the estimation of actual patterns in the tide gauge data would be influenced by the inconsistencies
between the time series.

In the following sections, erroneous spatial patterns introduced by different types of inconsistencies be-
tween the time series will be presented. Patterns shown in section 8.3 are based on time series that are
equal except for normally distributed random errors added to the annual mean sea levels. Inconsistencies
between the time series used in section 8.4, result from errors in the height connection between the tide
gauge bench marks and the local reference frames. In section 8.5, inconsistencies between time series are
introduced by linear movements of the vertical reference surfaces in relation to one another. Finally in
section 8.6, errors introduced by connecting the local reference frames will be added to the time series.

8.2 General structure of simulated data sets

All results shown in the following sections will be derived for a group of 18 tide gauges in the North Sea
area; see chapter 3 for a description of these data sets. In reality, for some of these tide gauges data is only
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available between 1898 and 1965. However, for most experiments it will be assumed that observations

are available for the period 1865 up to 1996. The reason behind this decision is that we are interested in

erroneous patterns introduced by the limited accuracy of measurements. By using time series with only

70 years of data, results will be too much influenced by the long periodic fluctuations in the data sets;

see chapter 2.
Simulated time series are assumed to be constructed from (a number of) the following components:

a sea-level variation curve, measuring noise, periodic fluctuations, local height connection noise, vertical

movements of the local reference frames relative to one another, and vertical datum connection noise. As

a result, using different scenarios to model these components, a huge number of data sets could be built.

Based on experiences from preceding chapters, the following selections wili be made.

Sea-level variation curves In principle, spatial variation of all kind of curves could be examined. For

example, by applying ss,t (with an appropriate window size) to the time series, it can be achieved that

the first singular vector contains the common variation curve, and all other singular vectors contain only

periodic fluctuations and noise (i.e., no remaining trend). Next, a spatial pattern can be derived for the

elements of the I,z matrix reiating the first singular vector to the various tide gauges.

Of interest is what kind of spatial patterns result from inconsistencies (e.g., introduced by height

connections) between the time series. The actual pattern in the data set is of less importance. Therefore,

it will be assumed that no spatial variation pattern is present in the area. For al] time series a simple

linear regression line, with the same slope value applying to all time series is used to model the sea-level

variation curve. Analogous to preceding chapters, a trend of 1.5 mm/yr will be used.

Measuring noise With measuring noise, all errors are meant that lead to inconsistencies in the annual

mean values. This can either be measurement errors introduced by the tide gauge equipment, or inaccu-

racies in height connections which yields errors in the annual mean sea-level values. It is assumed that

these errors can be described by normally distributed random values with zero mean, i.e, no systematic

errors a,re present. The same standa,rd deviation is used throughout the time span under consideration,

and for all time series.

Periodic fluctuations In chapter 6, experiments have been performed with a data set in which either

all time series contained the same periodic fluctuations, or periodic fluctuations were based on actual tide

gauge data for six stations along the Dutch coast. It was concluded that, since periodic fluctuations for

these tide gauges are similar, results based on data set with different periodic fluctuations are not really

different from those derived for the data set based on equal periodic fluctuations for all time series.

For a reliable detection of a trend in a time series containing long periodic fluctuations, of the order of

90 years of data is required (see chapter 4). However, for a large number of tide gauges in the North Sea

area, such longe time series are not available. Consequently, in order to simulate periodic fluctuations

based on actual data for 18 tide gauges, full time series have to be reconstructed from only a limited

number of observations. This will introduce unnecessary additional inconsistencies between the time

series.
In chapter 3, it was found that there is a large similarity between the 18 stations in the North Sea

area for which data is available between 1898 and 1965. Besides, for every individual time series, first

a trend value will be estimated. Subsequently, these trend values are used as input for estimating the

spatial patterns. As a result, variations in periodic fluctuations between the different time series are of

much less importance than for estimating a common variation curve for a group of tide gauges. Therefore,

all simulated time series used in this chapter will be based on the same set of periodic fluctuations, i.e.,

detrended data for tide gauge Den Helder (see figure 6.1).

Local height connection In chapter 6, it has been discussed that it is (almost) impossible to re-

construct the actual height-connection history for a group of tide gauges. To investigate the influence

of inaccuracies in height measurements, a large number of local height connection scenarios have been

introduced. In this chapter, only the following height connection scenarios will be used:

o Height connections have been performed every 10 years, with the same standard deviation applying

to all connections and for all tide gauges.

o Height connections have been performed analogous to history offirst-order levellings in the Nether-

lands, i.e., height connections in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, and 1996. Different standard deviations
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apply to connections performed at different moments in time, but the same values applies to all
tide gauges.

o Analogous to chapter 7, the North Sea area is divided into three regions (Western-Europe, Scandi-
navia, Great Britain). For each region, a separate set of standard deviations applies to the height
connections.

It is assumed that inaccuracies in height measurements lead to fictitious height differences that can
be represented by normally distributed random noise. In addition, tide gauges are assumed to follow
secular movements, while determined height differences are distributed over the elapsed period between
subsequent height connectionsl see section 6.2.4 for more details.

Vertical datum connection Prior to the space geodetic measuring techniques, height measurements
were made relative to a local reference frame. The further back in time, the larger the number of different
local reference systems that were in use. For reasons of simplicity, it is assumed that throughout the
time span of the sea-level measurements, the same local height datums have been used as reference
surfaces. Analogous to chapter 7, in the North Sea region, three height datum zones will be assumed:
Western-Europe, Scandinavia, and Great Britain.

It is difficult to reconstruct the actual history of vertical datum connections in western Europe. A
number of European levelling networks exist, e.g., UELN-55, UELN-73, and uolN-95, but it is difficult to
determine when actual height connections have been performed. For example, the ending -73 only implies
that in 1973 the first meeting of the sub-commission for a new UELN took place.

In addition, results for more than one adjustment of the same levelling network co-exist, in which
different amounts of levelling data have been included. Consequently, different precisions have been
derived. As an example, for the 1979 adjustment of uelN-73 (Kok et al., 1980), the figure with isolines
of precision gives a precision of approximately 30 mm for the north-eastern corner of Great Britain. For
this same area, the 1986 adjustment of unlN-73 (Ehrnsperger and Kok, L986) predicts a precision of
approximately 60 mm. Unfortunately, no explanation is given for this large decrease in precision.

Since the actual history of vertical datum connections is difficult to obtain, a number of connection
scenarios will be examined. Two possibilities are assumed concerning the height differences between the
three datum zones. The first option is that the offsets are constant in time, the second that the height
datums experience linear movements relative to one another, e.g., as a result of post-glacial rebound.
Two different models will be used to estimate vertical movements of the fundamental stations in the
datum zones, resulting from post-glacial rebound. The first is presented by Emery and Aubrey (1991),
and is based on least-squares regression analysis of data for 134 tide gauges. The second model is based
on a visco-elastic Earth model (with 10668 elastic structure) as developed by Peltier (1990). FYom these
two models, the following velocities for the height datums are estimated:

r Western-Europe, zero-point NAP (Amsterdam): -1 mm/yr (based on Emery and Aubrey (1991)) or
-0.4 mm/yr (based on Pelt ier (1990))

o Scandinavia, zero-point Helsingborg in Sweden: f 1 mm/yr (based on Emery and Aubrey (1991))
or {2 mm/yr (based on Peltier (1990))

o Great Britain, zero-point Newlyn: 0 mm/yr (based on Emery and Aubrey (1991)) or *0.2 mmfyr
(based on Pelt ier (1990))

These possible height differences between the origins of the vertical datums, lead to the following
datum connection scenarios:

1. Constant offsets are present; datum connection has been performed at most once.
Constant offsets do not influence the trend estimates, therefore, no additional error is introduced
into the time series.

2. Constant offsets are present; datum connection has been performed at least twice.
Inaccuracies in the datum connections yield fictitious velocities between the datum points. This,
in turn, results in inconsistencies between the time series belonging to different datums.

3. Height datums experience linear movementsl datum connection has been performed at most once.
Height changes introduce inconsistencies between the time series belonging to different height zones.

4. Height datums experience linea.r movements; datum connection has been performed at ieast twice.
Inaccuracies in the datum connections yield fictitious velocities between the datums. This, in turn,
results in inconsistencies between the time series belonging to different height zones.
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8.3 Inconsistencies in annual mean values

As a first simple scenario, it is assumed that all 18 time series are equal, except for inconsistencies between

the time series that ca,n be described by normally distributed random values (with zero mean and a specific

standard deviation) added to the annual mean sea levels. Although not a very realistic assumption,

especially for historical data, this type of inconsistencies might occur if height connections between tide
gauge bench marks have been performed at least once a year with space geodetic measurements.

Inconsistencies in annual mean values can also originate from measuring errors of the tide gauge

equipment itself. Due to the inconsistencies added to the data sets, for every sea-level height series a

trend value will be estimated that deviates somewhat from the actual value of 1.5 mm/yr. If spatial

variation patterns are determined based on the trend values estimated for the individual tide gauges,

erroneous patterns will result. These patterns can be interpreted as the influence of all random errors in

annual mean sea levels on the estimation of a variation pattern for the North Sea region.

In chapter 3 it has been explained that, for this data set with 18 specific tide gauges, it seems only feasible

to estimate spatial variation patterns with up to six parameters (a quadratic pattern). It was found that

higher order models lead to unrealistic results, especially at the edges of the area considered. Therefore,

only the following four spatial models have been applied: linear model, bi-linear model, quadratic model,

and quadratic model without cross-term (cg). In chapter 3 it was found that the bi-linear model gives

the best fit when applied to actual tide gauge data.
Analogous to chapter 3, trend values are determined for the 18 simulated sea-level height series and the

four above mentioned spatial variation patterns of this trend value axe estimated. Examples of resulting

(erroneous) patterns are not shown since they a.re completely determined by the specific realisation of

the measuring noise. A different realisation of noise will give a completely different pattern. Of interest

is not one actual erroneous variation pattern, but insight in the range of deviations that can be expected

as a result of the random differences between the data sets.
In order to show the range of errors that can result from the inconsistencies between the individual

time series, the following method is used. One specific realisation of measuring errors is added to the

data sets and trend values are estimated for the individual time series. Based on these trend values for

the individual tide gauges, four different spatial variation patterns a,re estimated providing a relation

between estimated trend value and longitude and latitude in the area enclosed by the tide gauges. This
procedure is repeated for different realisations of measuring noise. This results in 100 (slightly) different

realisations of the spatial variation patterns. Next, the a,rea under consideration is divided into 100 x 100

cells. For every cell, the standard deviation of the trend values estimated for this cell based on the 100

realisations of measuring noise is determined. Twice these standard deviations (as determined for every
individual cell) are used as an indication of the range of errors that can result from the inconsistencies

between the time series.
Figure 8.1 shows ranges of errors (as a function of latitude and longitude) that can be expected if

spatial patterns are estimated through trend values derived for 18 tide gauges in the North Sea area.

The individual time series contain normally distributed random errors with zero mean and a standard

deviation of 1 cm. Flom this figure it can be concluded that ranges of errors in trend estimates, resulting

from the random differences between the time series, are within 0.1 mmlp.

Figure 8.1 shows that the more complex the variation patterns, the iarger the deviations in estimated

trend values that might result from random differences between the time series. For all four variation
patterns it holds that deviating values a,re larger near the boundaries of the area under consideration.

All results shown in figure 8.1 have been derived based on a standard deviation of 1 cm for the normally

distributed random errors, added to the individual time series prior to regression. As can be seen from

figure 8.2, resulting erroneous spatial variation pattern in trend estimates is (more or less) proportional

to the standard deviation of the random errors.

AIl patterns estimated in the preceding have been based on time series containing L32 years of data.

However, as has been discussed in chapter 3, in reality, for the 18 tide gauges under consideration, data

is only available for the period 1898 up to L965. If time series are shortened to contain only data for this
period, a major increase in the range of erroneous trend values as a function of latitude and longitude is

the result. This is demonstrated in figure 8.3 for two examples of spatial patterns. Compared to results

shown in figure 8.1 (based on 132 years of data), ranges increase by approximately a factor three.
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8.5 Hei,ght datums erperience I'inear mouements

All plots as presented up to now have been based on the same measuring precision for all height connec-
tions. It has been found that, with a change in this precision, the range of the erroneous trend patterns

will vary, but the patterns themselves stay (more or less) the same. If, for different height datum zones,

different precisions are assumed for the height connections, the resulting erroneous patterns change. Since
precisions corresponding to the actual history of height connections in the region are difrcuit to obtain,

two simple examples using an arbitrary selection of (sets of) standard deviations will be shown.

Erroneous patterns as shown in figure 8.9 are due to inconsistencies between time series resulting from

height connection errors. For all tide gauges in Western-Europe (i.e., 15 tide gauges), the optimist'ic set of

standard deviations are used to represent the height connection errors. Height connections in Scandinavia
(1 tide gauge) are represented by the second set of precisions. Finally, for the two tide gauges in Great
Britain the pess'im'istic set of standard deviations is used.

Comparison of figure 8.9 with figure 8.8 (all height connection errors based on lhe opt'im'ist'ic set of
precisions) shows a general increase in the range of the erroneous trend values. In addition, patterns in

erroneous trend values change. This is especially clear from comparing both lower-left graphs.

Next, for the height connection in Scandinavia the pessim'ist'ic set of height connection precisions is

used, while height connection errors for the (two) tide gauges in Great Britain are based on the second set

of precisions. Resulting erroneous patterns are shown in figure 8.10. Compared to figure 8.8 (all height

connection errors based onthe optimi,stic set ofprecisions), there is only a slight increase in the range

of the erroneous trend values. However, a change in the pattern of the erroneous trend values is clearly

visible from comparing the two upper-right graphs.

8.5 Height datums experience lineaf movements

In the preceding sections, it has been assumed that only constant offsets are present between the different
height datums to which the tide gauge bench marks refer. However, as a result of post-glacial rebound
(see, e.g., Peltier (1994)) zero-points of iocal height systems can experience vertical movements relative

to one another. These vertical movements can (nowadays) be described by a linear trend with a slope

value that is constant throughout the time of the sea-level measurements.
If tide gauges are connected in height to the locai height datums, vertical movements of the zero-points

of these datums are added to the sea-levei data sets. As a result, inconsistencies are introduced between

sea-level height series that are related to different height datums. Consequently, an erroneous sea-level
variation pattern will be found, even if local height connections could be performed without introducing

additional errors. The range and pattern in erroneous trend values depends on the vertical movements

of the height datums relative to one another.
As explained in section 8.2, Iinear movements of the (assumed) zero-points of the three height regions

as used in this chapter are based on two different post-glacial rebound models. The first model (based on

Emery a,nd Aubrey (1991)) gives a linear movement of -1 mm/yr for Amsterdam (zero-point of Western-

Europe), an uplift of 11 mm/yr for Helsingborg (in Sweden, zero-point for Scandinavia), and no vertical

movement for Newlyn (zero-point of Great Britain). Figure 8.11 shows the spatial patterns in trend

values that result from these movements of the height datums relative to one another.

Erroneous patterns in figure 8.11 result from vertical movements (due to post-glacial rebound) of

the zero-points of the three height datums only. No additional inconsistencies between the time series
resulting from errors in the height connections to the local datums axe added. Figure 8.11 clearly shows

that spatial patterns estimated through the slope values derived for the various tide gauges show a large

range in trend values.
Next, vertical movements of the height datums are based on the post-glacial rebound model given by

Peltier (1990). This implies: Western-Europe (15 stations) -0.4 mm/yr, Scandinavia (1 tide gauges) +2
mmf yr, and Great Britain (2 tide gauges) +0.2 mm/yr. Resulting estimated patterns in trend values are

shown in figure 8.12. The patterns in trend values are similar to those shown in flgure 8.11. However,

the range of trend values differs significantly. This is not surprisingly, since, if vertical movements are

based on the model by Peltier (1990), the majority of the tide gauges (15, in Western-Europe) experience

a much smaller subsidence compared to movements based on the model by Emery and Aubrey (1991).

In the above it has been shown that significant deviations in trend estimates between different time

series can be introduced by vertical movements of the local height datums. One possibility to solve this
problem is vertical datum connection, which will be discussed in the following section. As an alternative,

r65
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Ievelling network adjustrnent Helsinebors Newlyn reference

UELN-55
UELN-73 ad j .1979

adj. 1981
adj. 1986

UELN.g5 3
8

t2

no information
25 mm
25 mm
25 mm
20 mm
15 mm
15 mm

no information
35 mm
35 mm
60 mm
77 mm
77 rnm
77 rnm

Alberda (1963)
Kok el a/.  (1980)
Ehrnsperger et al. (L982)
Ehrnsperger and Kok (1986)
Lang and Sacher (1996b)
Lang and Sacher (1996a)
Sacher ef a/.  (1999)

Table 8.1 Estimated standard deviat ions ( in mm) of height difFerence between Nap and resp. Helsingborg

(Scandinavia) and Newlyn (Great Bri tain). Based on difFerent adjustments of European level l ing networks.

Based on the various publications concerning the European levelling networks, an indication can be

obtained from the precision between ttlp and respectively Helsingborg (Scandinavia) and Newlyn (Great

Britain), based on spirit levelling. However, it is very difficult to ascertain when the actual height

connections with Scandinavia and Great Britain have been performed. In addition, even though newer

adjustments sometimes provide different estimates for the precision of the height connections, this does

not imply that they a,re actually based on new levelling connections to Great Britain and Scandinavia

In order to simulate datum connection errors, it will simply be assumed that height connections

between nlp and both Scandinavia and Great Britain have been performed in 1970 and 1992. Errors in

the determined height differences are described by normally distributed random values with zero mean

and specific standard deviations. Based on table 8.1, the following values are used for the standard

deviations: connection to Heisingborg 25 mm (1970) or 15 mm (1992), height difference between NAP

and Newlyn 60 mm (1970) and 77 mm (1992).

Due to the inaccuracies in the height connections, erroneous trend values are estimated for the (linea,r)

movements of Helsingborg (fundamental station in Scandinavia) and Newiyn (Great Britain) relative to

NAp. As a result, an erroneous linear movement is introduced between tide gauges situated in Western-

Europe and those in Great Britain and Scandinavia respectively. If trend values determined for the

resulting sea-level height series (all relative to Nee) are used as input for estimating linear patterns in

trend values, results are derived as shown in figure 8.16. No additional errors resulting from local height

connections (tide gauge bench marks to local reference frames) are added-

Figure 8.16 shows that if height connections between respectively Scandinavia and Great Britain

and N.q.p are performed only twice, with standard deviations corresponding to UELN, erroneous trend

estimates (as a function of latitude and longitude) can have ranges of up to 1 cmf yr. If a linea.r or a

bi-linear variation pattern is estimated, the largest errors are estimated over land areas in the region' If

a quadratic pattern (possibly without r3r) is estimated, maximum ranges of erroneous trend values are

derived for the southern part of the North Sea.

The major part of the errors shown in figure 8.16 is caused by the extremely low precision for the

connection between Nap and Great Britain. As can be seen from figure 8.17, if for this height connection

the same standard deviations are assumed as those applying to the connection with Scandinavia' the

range of erroneous trend values decreases drastically. Unfortunately, still rather Iarge errors (ranges up

to 2.5 mm/yr) can occur for trends estimated in some parts of the North Sea.

In the preceding it has been assumed that, using spirit levelling, height connections to Great Britain

and Scandinavia have been performed only twice (in 1970 and 1992). In chapter 7, an indirect method

of connecting vertical datums, based on a combination of levelling, cps and geoid information, has been

introduced. The required geoid information was obtained from a global geopotential model in combination

with local gravity measurements.

In chapter 7, it was found that, depending on the quality of the geopotential rnodel and the ntrmber

of stations in the datum zones, height differences could be determined with standard deviations of the

order of 1 cm. It was also shown that a high quatity vertical datum connection can only be obtained if

a new geopotential model (coce) becomes available. The proposed launch for the coCE mission is in

2004; see ESA (1999). Therefore, it is assumed that in the year 2004, a third connection in orthometric

heights (or geopotential difierences) is obtained. Based on results presented in section 7.5, the following

standard deviations will be used: connection to Hetsingborg 9 mm, height difference between Newlyn

and wlp 12 mm.

Since three height connections are performed, two separate values could be derived for the velocities
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r The more complex the estimated spatial sea-level va.riation pattern, the larger the range of erroneous

trend values that might be found. For example, for measurement noise with a standard deviation

of 1 cm, ranges of erroneous trend values are up to 0.04 mm/yr if a linear pattern is estimated, and

up to 1.1 mmf yt if a quadratic pattern applies.

o If only a limited number of yearly observations are available, range of erroneous trend valrres in-

creases significantly. For example, using only 68 year of data, and estimating a linear pattern, this

range is up to 0.9 mmf yr. Based on 132 year of data maximum range of erroneous trend estimates

is 0.04 mm/yr.
o If only a limited number of observations are available, this also influences the mean value of trend

estimates. Instead of the 1.5 mm/yr that applies throughout the area, values ranging between 1.34

and 1.35 mm/yr are found if data between 1898 and 1965 is used, and ranging between 1.65 and

1.66 mm/yr for data between 1929 and 1996.

Concerning the quality of height connections to local reference frames If tide gauges are

connected in height to the local reference frames, inaccuracies in the height measurements lead to in-

consistencies between the individual tide gauges. As a result, errors are introduced in the slope values

estimated for the various tide gauges, resulting in erroneous spatial sea-level variation patterns'

o If the quality of the height connections is the same for all tide gauges, changes in this quality only

influence the range of erroneous trend values. Changes in the standard deviation with which the

height connection errors are described or in the time span between the height connections, do not

influence the patterns in erroneous trend values.

o If height connections a,re performed every 10 yeaxs, ranges of errors .in trend estimates (as a func-

tion of latitude and longitude) are approximateiy three times as large as results based on annual

connection of heights; both for a standard deviation of the normally distributed errors of 1 cm.

o If an irregular height connection scenario applies (connections in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, 1996),

range of erroneous trend values can become rather large, depending on the standard deviations

used to represent the height connection noise. The more complex the spatial sea-level variation

pattern estimated, the larger the range of erroneous trend vaiues.

Concerning vertical movernents of the local reference surfaces If fundamental stations in the

datum zones experience vertical movements, these height changes are introduced into the sea-level height

series for tide gauges connected in height to these fundamentai stations. It is assumed that fundamental

stations only experience movements resulting from post-glacial.rebound, and movements can be described

by linear regression lines.

o If vertical movements of fundamental stations are not corrected for, this will result in large errors in

the trend values estimated as a function of latitude and longitude. The size of these errors depends

on the type of spatial variation pattern determined and the differences in vertical movement of the

fundamental stations relative to one another.
o Based on different post-glacial rebound models, different velocities are estimated for the fundamental

stations. However, for the two models considered in this chapter, if one model is used to correct

for the vertical movement of the fundamental stations, while in reality the other model applies,

resulting errors in trend estimates are smalier than those caused by the post-glacial rebound itself

(predicted by either of the two models).
o If inaccuracies in vertical datum connections are simulated based on quality information as published

for upl,N-73 and unr-N-95, resulting erroneous trend estimates are much la,rger than those caused by

the post-glacial rebound itself. Adding a third datum connection, using the method as described

in chapter 7, does not sufficiently improve the results.

o Based on (permanent) ces measurements, linear vertical movements between the fundamental sta-

tions can be derived as well. The ranges of erroneous trend values are (more or less) proportional

to the value used for the standard deviation of the linear height variation between the fundamen-

tal stations (assuming the same standard deviation for the slope value derived between NAp and

Helsingborg and Newlyn respectively).
o Even if slope values (for height variations between the fundamental stations) can be estimated with

. a standard deviation of 1 mm/yr, resulting erroneous trend values are larger than errors introduced

by the post-glacial rebound itself.



Chapter 9

Conclusions and recommendations

9.1 Conclusions

The ma,in objective of this thesis is to determine how well patterns in sealevel height variations can be
detected, considering the fact that sea-level height time series are affected by inconsistencies. Different
aspects of this objective have been discussed. Based on literature studied and numerous experiments
performed with actual and simulated sealevel height data, the following conclusions have been derived.

Tide gauge measurernents Depending on the tide gauge system used, e.9., tide pole, stilling-well
tide gauge, or pressure tide gauge, different types of random and systematic errors can be introduced.
Especially systems without automatic registration are prone to (e.g., reading) errors. Typical measuring
precisions are: 3 mm for a 3 minutes average obtained by a reflection tide gauge, and 1 cm for hourly
values using a stilling-well tide gauge.

When evaluating existing sea-level height time series with very long data spans, it is not realistic to
assume a constant measuring accuracy, e.g., based on quality estimates for modern tide gauge operations.
Differences in quality are not only the result of changes (improvements) in the tide gauge equipment used.
The quality of annual mean sea levels is also influenced by the number of daily measurements contributing
to these mean values. In general, it can be stated that the further back in time, the smaller the number
of measurements that were registered on a daily basis.

Apart from changes in measuring precision, changes in tide gauge equipment might have been accom-
panied by a relocation of the tide gauge. Various tide gauges along the Dutch coast show a more or less
abrupt change in sea-level height around 1880. For some tide gauges (Vlissingen and lJmuiden) this effect
is clearly visible from plots of the sea-level height data itself. For other tide gauges (e.g., Delfzijl) these
inconsistencies are more difficult to detect. If these discontinuities axe not removed from the time series,
they will lead to erroneous sea-level variation curves, e.g., rilrong trend values, estimated from these data
sets.

Long-periodic fluctuations Based on experiments with actual sea-level height data for an individual
tide gauge, it was found that long-periodic fluctuations are the main factor in determining the amount
of data that is required to detect a linea,r trend in a sea-level height time series. As an example, of
the order of 90 years of data are required to determine a stable trend value for a data set containing a
linea,r trend in combination with periodic fluctuations as found for tide gauge Den Helder. The influence
random measuring errors is much smaller; e.g., if a noise level of 5 cm applies, around 35 years of data
a.re required for a statistically significant trend estimate.

The occurrence of long-periodic fluctuations in a time series also hampers the distinction between
different sealevel variation curves, e.g., between linear and quadratic rise. For data sets without long-
periodic fluctuations, all combinations of regression lines tested for could be distinguished and the onset
yea,r of the acceleration could be estimated. If time series contain long-periodic fluctuations, it becomes
difficult to detect some sea-level variation curves. For example, if (for a time series with 130 years of
data) the first 30 years of data are based on a 0.8 mm/yr lower slope value, this change in trend can no
longer be detected.

Different techniques can be used to smooth sea-level height time series. However, these techniques
can only (realistically) be used to reduce the influence of short-periodic fluctuations. The longer the
period of the fluctuations (in relation to the time span of the measurements), the harder they are to
eliminate by means of smoothing. Consequently, smoothing of sea-level height data prior to regression
will not significantly reduce the number of observations required for a stable trend estimate. However,
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experiments with simulated data have shown that smoothing enhances the feasibility to determine the

onset year of sea-level rise acceleration based on the statistical significance of the regression coefrcients.

By adding more time series to a data set, only the influence of random errors is reduced, while more

systematic effects remain. Analysis of data for 18 tide gauges in the North Sea area has revealed a iarge

correlation between the different sea-level height time series. Consequently compared to results based

on a single time series, adding more data sets resulted in only a slight improvement in the number of

observations required for a stable trend estimate.

Height connections For a group of tide gauges a cornmon sea-level variation curve can be determined.

Since averaging of time series reduces the influence of localised variations in sea level, the common sea-

level variation curve is (ideally) more representative for the area under consideration than an arbitrary

individual sea-level height series. Unfortunately, if relative height changes have occurred between the

various tide gauges bench marks, this introduces apparent differences in the (relative) sea-level variation

curves and hampers the detectability of a common curve.

As long as tide gauges experience only secular movements relative to one another, the common

oscillation pattern can still be discerned by techniques like svo, although the slope of the common curve

might no longer be representative for the area under consideration. If tide gauges experience relative

vertical movements which are not constant over time, the common oscillation patterns based on these

data sets will be affected as well. By connecting the tide gauge bench marks in height (or to the local

height datum), ali individual sealevel height time series can be related to the same (local) reference height

system. However, inaccuracies in the height connection measurements will again introduce inconsistencies

between the individual time series.

In general it can be stated that the quality of the common variation curve depends not only on the

quality of the height measurements, but also on the time span between subsequent height connections.

If height connections have been performed every year, estimates of the common trend value stabilise

within 10% of the actual trend value in the data, even if height connections have a rather large standard

deviation of say 2 cm. For height connections performed on a regular basis (e.9., every 10, 20, or 30

years), it is found that the larger the time span between the height connections, the larger the spread

between trend estimates based on different realisations of height connection noise. This effect is even

more pronounced if larger levels of height connection noise apply.

Nowadays, it is often preferred to connect tide gauges in height by means of cps observations. This

allows for permanent monitoring of height changes with a good quality of measurements. Unfortu-

nately, to predict future sea-level rise and detect accelerations in sea-level variation, e.g., resulting from

greenhouse-gas induced warming, historical data has to be used as well. Experiments with simrrlated

height connection scenarios shows that (for the time being) the quality of these historic height connec-

tions is the major limiting factor for the detectability of sealevel rise accelerations. The quality of the

future height connections is of almost no influence. For example, if long periods have elapsed between

subsequent historic height connections, increasing the standard deviation of future height connections

from 2 cm to 5 mm, hardly influences the measuring time required to detect an acceleration in sea-level

rise. In addition, permanent monitoring of tide gauge heights does not yield signiflcantly better results

as compared to height connections determined every 5 or 10 years in specific measuring campaigns.

Spatial variation patterns If more time series are available, a spatial pattern in sea-level height

variations can be estimated. In this thesis, spatial variations in trend values are determined by regression

of the trend values as determined for individual sea-ievel height series, against the latitude and longitude

of the tide gauges. It is found that only models based on at most six regression parameters (quadratic

model) yield realistic results for a spatial variation pattern in the North Sea area based on 18 tide gauges..

A spatial sea-ievel variation patterns shouid be based on "true" differences observed between the

various locations, not on differences in trend values resulting from inconsistencies between the individual

time series. These inconsistencies can be caused by measuring errors of the tide gauge equipment,

by (uncorrected for) height changes between tide gauges bench marks, and by inaccuracies in height

measurements used to connect the tide gauge bench marks in height. Based on experiments with simulated

data, the influence of these error sources on the determined spatial variation patterns has been examined.

It has been found that, if the time series contain enough observations (of the order of at least 90 years),

sea-level measuring errors with standard deviations up to 2 cm yield only small differences in estimated

spatial variation patterns.
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In the past, tide gauge bench marks have often been connected to a local (national) reference frame.
If height connections are performed every L0 years, ranges of errors in trend estimates (as a function
of latitude and longitude) are approximately three times as large as results based on annual connection
of heights. The more complex the spatial sea-level variation pattern estimated, the larger the range of
erroneous trend values.

Due to, e.g., post-glacial rebound, local reference frames might experience vertical movements relative
to one another. If these vertical movements are not corrected for, this will result in large apparent
differences in the trend values estimated for tide gauges situated in different height datum zones. The
size of the resulting errors in trend values as a function of latitude and longitude depends on the type
of spatial variation pattern determined and the differences in vertical movements of the fundamental
stations relative to one another. In principle, (part of) these movements could be corrected for using
models describing vertical velocities resulting from post-glacial rebound. Unfortunately, based on different
post-glacial rebound models, different velocities are estimated for the local reference frames.

In the past decades, Scandinavia and Great Britain have been connected in height to Western-Europe
by means of spirit levelling. Unfortunately, if inaccuracies in vertical datum connections are simulated
based on quality information as published for uelx-73 and uelN-95, resulting erroneous trend estimates
are much larger than those caused by the post-glacial rebound itself. Based on (permanent) ces measure-
ments, linear vertical movements between the local reference frames can be derived as well. The ranges
of erroneous trend values are (more or less) proportional to the value used for the standa.rd deviation of
these height connections. It is found that, even if slope values (for height variations between the datum
zones) can be estimated with a standard deviation of 1 mm/yr, resulting erroneous trend values are larger
than errors introduced by the post-glacial rebound itself.

9.2 General remarks concerning sea-level monitoring

In the preceding, it has often been concluded that more tide gauge stations and a higher frequency of
height connections do not really improve the derived results. However, it should be noted that this
only applies to the precision that can be achieved. In general it can be stated that in order to derive
results that are reliable, several measurements are required. For example, it has been concluded that the
detectability of a sea-level variation curve does not improve by adding more time series that contain similar
long-periodic fluctuations. This does not imply that one time series is sufficient to determine a reliable
sea-level variation curve for a specific area. If the selected time series contains erroneous information
(gross measuring errors or distortions of the regional pattern by local circumstances), this will directly
affect the estimated variation curve. In addition, only by comparing results for various tide gauges, it
can be ascertained tbat a common variation curve applies in the region. It has also been concluded that
having short intervals between future height connections does not reduce the number of observations
required to detect sea-level rise accelerations. However, this conciusion only applies if tide gauge bench
marks experience secular movements. Only by permanent monitoring (or at least yearly measurements)
of tide gauge heights, the influence of more abrupt movements of tide gauges can be minimised.

How well a method works should not only be decided on the precision of the derived results, but on
their reliability as well. As a simple example, without new global geopotential models, the precision that
can be derived with the method for vertical datum connection as proposed in chapter 7, is much less
than results derived in international levelling campaigns (e.g., unlN-95). However, the unr,N-95 network
consists of a single connection line between the continent of Europe and Great Britain. Therefore, gross
errors in this height difference cannot be detected by testing. For the proposed method, an estimate can
be made of the maximum values of errors that cannot be detected by testing. This value can be improved
by adding more stations or changing the design of the network.

In this thesis, the term robustness is often applied as well. It is used to indicate whether or not results
change significantly if the input conditions are (slightly) changed. Experiments with a wide range of
methods that can be applied to forecast future sea-level heights, have shown that forecasted values are
significantly influenced by the choice ofthe year in which the forecasting is started. It has been concluded
that simple (linear) regression is one of the few methods that is robust against a small change in starting
year for the forecasts.

It should be noted that the statistical significance of an estimated trend value is no guarantee that
this value represents the "true" sea-level variation curve. For example, if a time series has zero mean and
Iong-periodic fluctuations (e.g., with a period of 100 years), based on a time span of only 25 years of data
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(and depending on the level of measuring noise), a trend value could be estimated that is statistically

significat t. However, this estimated trend value does not represent the true sea-level variation curve (in

this case, no trend at all).

Tide gauges measure sea-level heights relative to the zero of the tide gauge system. In principle, these

sea-level heights can be related to any required reference. It should be taken into account, however,

that every step taken to relate sea-level heights to a different reference system, will introduce additional

inconsistencies into the time series. This is especially true if the frequency of the measurements used for

the transformation is not sufficient. For example, to relate sea-level heights to a local reference frame,

permanent monitoring of height changes between the local tide gauge bench mark and the reference system

should be available. If height measurements have only been obtained at specific epochs, assumptions have

to be made concerning the vertical movements of the tide gauge bench mark. If it is assumed that the

tide gauge bench mark has experienced a secular movement while in reality a more abrupt change in

height has occurred, erroneous corrections have been applied to the data.

Since height transformations introduce inconsistencies in the data set, these transformations should

only be applied if they are required to determine reliable results. For exa.rnple, predictions of future

sea levels for the harbour area near Den Helder should be based on measurements of this tide gauge

relative to its tide gauge bench mark and not on sea-level va,riations relative to, e.9., ITRF92. On the

other hand, if a sea-level variation pattern for the Dutch coast needs to be established, all sea-level height

series should be related to one common reference height system. Otherwise, the resulting pattern will

not only represent variations in sea level along the Dutch coast, but height variations between the tide

gauge bench marks as well.
Corrections for determined height variations should not be applied thoughtlessly. Height corrections

should only be applied if the expected vertical movements between the tide Sauge bench marks a.re

significant in relation to the precision of the height measurements. As an example, if (from external

sources) it is known that fundamental stations in the datum zones experience secular movements relative

to one another with velocities of the order of only 0.5 mm/yr, these height changes should not be corrected

for as long as standard deviations for measured velocities are of the order of 1 mm/yr.

Nowadays, in the North Sea region, tide gauges are equipped with good quality measuring equipment'

and all tide gauge bench marks could be connected in height by (permanent) crs monitoring. Using these

-.*rrr"*untr, high quality variation patterns in sea-level heights can be determined over short (a few

years or decades) time scales. However, to predict future sea-level heights and assess whether or not an

acceleration in sea-level rise has occurred, long time series (of the order of 90 years of data) are required.

Consequently, the quality of these sea-level variation patterns is (largely) determined by the quality (and

frequency) of the measurements acquired in the past. This does not imply that future measurements

should not be obtained with the best possible quality, otherwise, the present situation will never change'

However, for the near future, the quality of historical data is the major limiting factor for the quality of

estimated sea-level variation patterns on decadal time scales.

9.3 Recommendations for future research

Worldwide, a large number of people are working on issues related to monitoring sea-level height varia-

tions. It is often recognised that an effective approach requires an interdisciplina,ry effort. ConsequentlS

for an individual resea.rcher it is very difrcult to have a good perception of all processes involved and

aspects tha! (still) need further research. Therefore, except for the issues already mentioned in the pre-

ceding section, I will not try to give recommendations on how an "improved" sealevel observation system

should be devised.
This thesis focuses on how well specific sea-level variation patterns.can be detected' given the limited

quality of the data available. Due to the limited time available for my research, for a number of aspects

i harre used "simple solutions", while I think that further research might provide better (more realistic)

results. On the other hand, there are probably many more factors limiting the quality of sea-level data

(and required height connections) that I have not incorporated. Because of the interdisciplinary nature

of sealevel resea,rch, the list of "things yet to research", can become very long' Aspects I would have

Iiked to research, and information that might improve the quality of derived sea-level variation curves

, are:

o Information on long-periodic fluctuations in sea-level heights ' 
"



9.3 Recommendat'ions for future research

In literature, a large number of processes have been described that influence sea-level heights on
shorter time scales (up to a few years). In the literature I have studied, no mention was made of
processes having a (significant) influence on longer time scales. However, inspection of actual tide
gauge data reveals very long-periodic (periods longer than 20 years) phenomena. In this thesis it
was found that due to these long-periodic fluctuations, very long time series are required for a stable
trend estimate. Consequently, external information (e.g, from oceanographic research) that can be
used to eliminate (or at least reduce) these long-periodic fluctuations will improve the detectability
of sea-level variation curves.

o Consistent models describing vertical movements in the North Sea region
If a "perfect" model would be available, all sealevel height series could be related to the same refer-
ence surface without requiring additional height measurements. With a good model, mean vertical
movements of specific area,s can be estimated. For example, vertical movements of fundamental

stations on which local height datums axe based (and which are hopefully located in relatively

"stable" areas), can be estimated from post-glacial rebound models. Unfortunately, there are dif-
ferent post-glacial rebound models, based on different measurements and methods, and predicting

different velocities. In this thesis, two models have simple been selected. Further research on these
models might give insight in which is the best model to use for correcting vertical movements of
the fundamental stations.
Of interest is also models that could give insight in vertical movements in the North Sea region
over the past century. Nowadays, a lot of height measurements are performed. The further back in
time, the scarcer this information. Therefore, based on existing height connection data, it is very
difficult to correct older sea-level height data for height changes of the tide gauge bench marks.

Consequently, common sea-level variation curves for a group of tide gauges are usually not based
on time series that are all related to the same reference surface, but on data sets corresponding
to loca,l tide gauge bench marks. Any height variations between these tide gauge bench marks
affect the quality of the common sea-level variation curve. With areasonable model (i.e., errors are
smaller than the vaxiations described) of height movements in the North Sea region, at least a part

of the inconsistencies between the individual time could be reduced.

o Research into the history of the tide gauges used
Some sea-level height series clearly show variations in relative sea level that cannot possibly be
related to actual fluctuations in absolute sea level, but must be the result of changes in the tide
gauge itself. For example, in case of tide gauge Vlissingen, sea-level heights decrease more or less
abruptly by over 10 cm a.round the year 1885. If this type of deviations in the data sets are not
detected (and corrected for, or the corresponding part ofthe data set is removed), sea-level variation
curves based on these time series will be strongly affected. Studying the history of the tide gauges
might give an indication of when troubles might be expected. For example, if a new tide gauge has
been installed or major harbour reconstructions have taken place. Based on this knowledge, it can
be decided whether or not it is safer to eliminate specific parts from a sea-level time series.
Research into the history of tide gauges might also reveal when tide gauge bench marks have been
included in measuring campaigns. If information on height measurements can be found, this can be
used to correct the sealevel heights. Of interest is also the quality of these height measurements.

o Application of wavelets
In this thesis, wavelets have only been used as a tool to smooth sea-level height time series. It was
found that results were highly dependent on the choice of wavelet. F\rrther research on wavelets
might give an indication of which wavelet gives "optimal" results for processing sea-level height
data.
To my opinion, it is not likely that the long-periodic fluctuations as seen in sea-level height data
have fixed periods and amplitudes (e.g., if they are caused by atmospheric conditions). The use
of wavelets in analysing the data might give more insight in when (how often) these phenomena

occur and how their amplitudes change. This might help oceanographers in accounting for these
oscillations.

o Influence of azimuthal asymmetries on cPs measurements
Some research has been conducted on the influence of azimuthal asymmetries on vLBI measure-
ments, with the conclusion that measurements are especially influenced if they are obtained below
7o elevation. Therefore, some authors claim (e.g., MacMillan and Ma (1997)) that azimuthal asym-
metries should not be a problem for ces, since measurements are usually obtained with a 15o cutoff.
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However, published results are for vr,gI receivers situated well away from coastlines, while cPS re-

ceivers installed at (or close to) tide gauge bench marks, are placed near the coastline. As a result,

part of the received signals have travelled over land, part over sea. The water vapour content over

sea might differ significantly from that over land. Fhrther research is needed to check whether or

not applying the same mapping function for all measurements can introduce systematic errors into

the derived height differences.



Appendix A

Information concerning tide gauge stations

For different experiments performed in chapter 3 (specific parts of ) time series for a number of tide gauges
have been used. In this appendix, some additional information concerning these data sets will be given.

Stations along the Dutch coast For 9 stations along the Dutch coast, the Permanent Service for
Mean Sea Level (esrrasl) holds at least 100 years of data. However, three of these tide gauges (Hellevoet-
sluis, Maassiuis, Zierikzee) are situated rather far inland. Therefore, these tide gauges are not included
in the data analysis. Table A.1, lists for the six remaining stations the years for which sea-level heights
are available. Since three stations (Delfzijl, IJmuiden, Vlissingen) show a deviating sea-level curve in the
first part of the time series, often only data sets containing observations between 1886 and 1.996 are used.

tide eauge data span remaxKs
1 Delfzijl
2 Harlingen
3 Den Helder
4 IJmuiden
5 Hoek van Holland
6 Vlissingen

1865 - 1996
1865 - 1996
1865 - 1996
1872 - 1996
1864 - 1996
1862 - 1996

relative to NAP
relative to NAP
relative to NAP
relative to NAP
relative to NAP
relative to NAP

Table A.1 Avai labi l i ty of annual mean sea levels for six t ide gauges along the Dutch coast.

16 stations in the North Sea area For a large number of stations in the North Sea area, the psnasr,

holds annual mean sea-level values. However, the number of stations that can be used to estimate sea-level
variation patterns for the North Sea region is very limited because:

o For some tide gauges, only short time series are available. Because of long-periodic fluctuations in
the data (see chapter 4), in the order of 80 years of data should be available.

r Some stations are situated far inland (like Maassluis) or in an area far away from an open connection
with the North Sea (e.g., tavemunde).

o Some stations cover a large time span, but also contain huge data gaps. For example, Sheerness
has data available between 1832 and 1997. However, a number of data gaps occur, the largest with
data missing between 1928 and 1950.

o For some tide gauges, long tir4e series are available, but not over the period we are interested in.
For example, for tide gauge Aberdeen 2, data is already available from 1862 onwards. However,
this time series ends in 1965.

Due to the above limitations, it is not possible to have a group of tide gauges, well distributed over the
North Sea area, with data available (without gaps), e.g., for the period 1900 to 1990. As an example, only
the 6 stations along the Dutch coast (see table A.1) have time series available for this period without
missing data and are located close to the North Sea itself. Therefore, in order to estimate sea-level
patterns for the North Sea area, some compromises have to be made concerning the data. Possibilities
are to allow small gaps in the data, use shorter time series, or change the time span for which data should
be available. Based on the criteria used, different groups of tide gauges will result. As an example,
allowing small data gaps, 16 tide gauges are available with annual mean sea levels for the period 1898 to
1981; see table A.2.
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tide gauge data span m$srng oDservatrons remarks

Aar
2 Cuxhaven 2
3 Delfzijl
4 Den Ilelder
5 Esbjerg
6 Fledericia

Gedser
8 Harlingen
9 Hoek van Holland
10 Hornbaek
L1 Kobenhavn
L2 Korsor
13 tavemunde

14 Varberg

15 Vlissingen
16 lJmuiden

1843 - 1986
1865 - 1996
1865 - 1996
1890 - 1996
1890 - 1996
1898 - 1996
1865 - 1996
1864 - 1996
1898 - 1996
1889 - 1996
1897 1996
1856 - 1984

1887 - 1981

1862 - 1996
1872 - t996

1996889 1956, 1963, 1969, 1970, 1982, 1984-8E

,rrr, l.nrn, ,rno
1981, 1982, 1991
1972, 1985

1958, 1973, 1980, 1984, 1985, 1991
1983, 1991
1977, L979,1982, 1984, 1986, 1991

nrn: 7012
relative to ttN
relative to NAP
relative to NAP
nln: 6912
nr,n: 6978
nr,n: 6888
relative to NAP
relative to NAP
nln: 7002
nln: 6948
nln: 6957
relative to NN - 5000 mm
nrn: 1"1726 (1887 - 1936)
nrn: 4899 (1937 - 1981)
relative to NAP
relative to NAP

Table A.2 Tide gauges in the North Sea area containing data for the period 1898 - 1981. RLR is the RLR

factor ( in mm) as provided by the esnrsl that has to be added to the sea-level values. NN is Normal Null .

18 stations in the North Sea area The stations presented in table A.2 have been selected based

on their data quality (length of time series, occurrence of data gaps) and a specific period for which

data is required. Unfortunately, this data set does not contain sea-level heights for tide gauges in the

United Kingdom. If we want to include stations from the U.K., some further reduction of the data span

is required. The resulting data set contains sea-level observations between 1898 a"nd 1965. Specifics for

the two tide gauges added, are given in table A.3.

Table A.3 Tide gauges in the North Sea area containing data for the period 1898 - 1965. RLR is the RLR

factor (in mm) as provided by the rsusl, that has to be added to the sea-level values'

tide gauge data span mlssrng oDservatrons remaxks

17 Aberdeen II

L8 North Shields

1862 - 1965

1895 - 1997

1915

1995, 1904, 1905, 1975, 1976, L977
1978, L979, 1980, 1983, 1993

RLR: ZI6t t  (1602 -  r9JU)

nrn: 4014 (1931 - 1963)
nrn: 2186 (1964 - 1965)
nrn: 4557 (1895 - 1957)
nrn: 4575 (1958 - 1973)
nrn: 4054 (1974,1978 - 1997)



Appendix B

Derivations

8.1 Variance of quadratic regression term

If the relation between sea-level height and time is quadratic, the system of linear equations relating the
sea-level heights (g) to the years of observation (r) is given by:

/ r '  \  ( r  ' r r  ! , ' ) 1  \
Y : A u  < +  l ' :  l : l t  "  k ) ) '  l f ; )  ( B 1 )

I r " l - [ t  * t * , . , r ) \ ; )
Flom this equation, the covariance matrix of the regression coefficients a, b, and c can be found as:

'  o'r( lr  A)- ' (8.2)

in which a, is the standard deviation of regression. Assuming normally distributed measurement errors
with zero mean and standard deviation a.. this standard deviation ofreeression can be written as:

(8.3)

in which N is the total number of measurements and e are the measurement errors.
After some derivation, the third diagonal element of the matrix (A' A)-t , corresponding to the vari-

ance for the quadratic regression term c is found to be:

(8.4)

N

in which ! has been written instead of !.
i=1

Using r; : (X + i) in which X is a constant representing the year prior to the first year of obseru,tion,
the following relations can be derived.

N

i -  Y . A / f N ( N + 1 )
L * " r r r  :

N(N+ 1) (2N+ 1)N

l@)"
II

f( 'n)'

l@)n

X 2  . N  + x . N ( N +  1 ) +

x3 .N + 3x2 . 
t,t '* t, 

* r" .

x 4 . N + 4 x r . N ( N _ + 1 )  + o x ,

N(N + 1)(2N + 1)(3N, + 3N -

6

N ( N + 1 ) ( 2 N + 1 )
6

N ( N + 1 ) ( 2 N + 1 )

+ (ry(n-+ 
t l ; '

+4x . (N(N-+  
1 ) ) ' z  

+

(B.5)

1 )

N
N  - 2

30
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Substituting the above relations and equations (8.4) and (B.3) in equation (B.2) yields the required

expression for the standard deviation of the quadratic regression coefrcient c as:

u c  -  u e (B.6)

A i : a + b t t + e t (B.7)

in which e is the measuring noise. The regression coefficients a (intercept) and b (slope) can be determined

by means of least-squares adjustment. Equations 8.7 are rewritten in matrix form as:

V -  A n , (B.8)

in which Y is the vector containing the observations, A is the design matrix, and tl contains the unknown

regression coefficients a and b. Since normally distributed random measuring noise has been assumed,

the solution of the least-squares adjustment can be written in matrix form as:

8.2 Influence of jump in sea-level height on trend estimates

If a time series consists solely of a linear trend in combination with random measuring noise, for every

sample i the following relation exists between sea-level height (g) and year of observation (z):

AT Au:  ATY

After substitution of the elements this can be written as:

(B.e)

(8.10)

(B .11 )

(8.13)

(8.14)

in which N is the total number of observations used and ! is written instead of D[r. F]om the above

equation, the parameter of interest (the slope b) can be estimated as:

( J,, 3*:;, ) ( ; ) : 7 rD:,:,,)

,  N D r & i - D r r L a i
"  ND(r r ) ' -  (D*n) '

Next it is assumed that, due to relocation ofthe tide gauge, the first n observations contain a deviating

sea-level height g.; * Asl. Based on equation (B.11) the resulting deviating slope b' can be estimated as:

n N N N , | r '

NAslfzl - nAslfzl -r Nlrisi -D"uDno

b t : b + L b : (8 .12 )
N D@u)' - (D 

",)
Consequently the variation in trend due to a number of observations containing a jump in sea level, Ab,

is given by: 
n N

NAsl!r.; - nAsllr;
A L - __________:_:___

NI( ' ' ) ' -  (D , ; ) '
Next we use the fact that for subsequent years ur the sum DT:r"t can be written as:

i , ,  :Dr ,  *  i )  :  n '  "  * i i  :  n '  x  . '9+!
; - r  ; - 1

in which X is a constant representing the year prior to the first year of observation. As a result' the

numerator of equation (B.13) can be simplified to:

NAsli,, -,,a,rirr = zNAsr (#) (B.lb)

-  2)(N4 -  5N2 + 4)



8.3 Infl,uence of an 'increase in slope on ouerall trend estimate l 6 /

For the denominator in equation (B.13) it holds that

(8.16)
N = L

with Z the mean value of the years under consideration. For subsequent years it can be derived that:

l{

\ - ,  = , 2  N ( N 2  -  1 )

\ ( r , -rY:----) : -------  
.  (8.17)

Substitution of equations (8.15), (8.16) and (B.17) in equation (B.13) gives the relation between
variation in trend Ab on the one hand and total number of observations (N), number of deviating
observations (n), and jump in sea-level height (Asl) as:

w \ ( r t ) 2 -  ( I , , ) '  :  t i  @ t  -  n ) '

aa: oart3('-{L

El.3 Influence of an increase in slope on overall trend estimate

For the first n samples a linear trend b1 applies, whereas the remainder of the time series contains a
(higher) linear trend bz. If the complete data set is used to determine one value for the trend (b), this
value will be smaller than the trend value that applies to only the last part of the data set, i.e., b < bz.
In this section, a relation will be derived between the increase in trend (6: b2 - br), the number of
deviating samples (n), the total number of samples (N) on the one hand, and the decrease in estimated
trend (Ab) on the other hand.

Due to the lower trend value, for the first n years, sea-level heights were determined by

(8.18)

Ut : az I b2ri  |  €i  :  An+r I  bz@t - fnal) I  €i

(8.1e)

(8.20)

As a result, (using b : bz -br) the relation between lower sea-level heights (g') and "normal" heights (g)
is:

Y i : u t + b ( r n a 1  - z , 1 ) (8.21)

Due to these first n samples based on a lower trend, a deviating (lower) value for the overall trend
(b' :b2*Ab) will be found if linear regression is applied to the complete data set. If in equation (B.11),
for the first n samples gri is used instead of 91, the deviating trend b' is determined as:

n N N n

b ' : b z - l L b :

NDrua'n+N t riai-DaiDu'r-lul yn
i , : l  i :n.11 i,:I i ,:1, i.:7 i.:nll (8.22)

ND(r r )2  -  (Dr r )

Next , re la t ionB.2 l i ssubs t i tu ted in theaboveequat ion .  F \ r r thermore ,w€ l ls€r2a1 :X- tn - tL , inwh ich

X is a constant representing the year prior to the first observation. This leads to the following expression
for the deviation in trend Ab:

N6(x +, + t)fru - wF,i@o)' - n61x + n + r)fr1 + uf*ufr,

Ul :  a r  *  hq  *  € i :  An+r  *  h@, i .  -  rna l )  *  e i

If the "normal" trend b2 is applied, sea-level heights would be:

A b :
N D@r)' - (D 

"o)
This equation can be simplified by using the relation:

(B.23)

n n

i{ru)': if" + i)2 : n' x2 + r*?9;! . @!P! (8.24)
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and substituting equation (8.14) and equations (B.16) and (B.17). After some derivation this yields the

following relation:
n A

Ab : 
Nd_ 1) 

(2n2 + 9n- eN - 3zN + 1)

between the deviation in trend (Ab) on the one hand and the number of deviating samples (n)' the total

number of samples (N), and the difference in trend \t,: b2 - b1) on the other hand.

8.4 Test statistic for quadratic versus linear rise

It is assumed that over a time span of Ar yea,rs, a,n increase in sea-level height of Asl has occurred. This

increase in sea-level height is either caused by a linear sea-level rise, i.e.,

or it has followed a quadratic increase

Asl :  brAr

As l : bqAz*c (L . r )2

Flom the two above equations it follows that the quadratic regression term can be written as:

" : b t  
-  b o

L,r

After a period of X, years (with X" > Ar) will have passed by sea level will have increased with

F h - b n
X,

,  ,  x r - p N
o q : o t  

x r _ N

" :b ,#
The difference between linear and quadratic sea-level increase is significant if

2 > t . ( w - z )
Oa

(B.25)

(8.26)

(8.27)

(B.28)

(8.2e)

(B.33)

(8.34)

Asll : 6,;9"

if a linear pattern is followed. If sea-level increase follows a quadratic pattern the increase in sea-level

height will be
Aslo : bsX' * cX; (B'30)

Assuming that after a period of X, years, the increase in sea-level height due to the quadratic curve

is 0 times the increase due to linear sea-level rise, i.e., Aslo : BAsl;, the following relation is found for

the quadratic regression coefrcient:

(B.31)

This equation in combination with equation (B.28) yields for the trend value in the quadratic regression,
Aw q .

(B.32)

in which N, the required number of (yearly) observations, has been used instead of the required obser-

vation time (Ar).

Substituting this relation for bo in equation (B.28) yields for the quadratic regression coefficient:

where to(N - 2) represents a Student's distribution with N - 2 degrees of freedom and d6 is the a-

posteriori standard deviation for the estimate of the quadratic regression coefficient (e). As derived in

appendix 8.1, this standard deviation can be written as:

( N - 2 ) ( N 4 - 5 N 2 + 4 )
(B.35)



B.l Test statistic for quad,rati,c aersus linear rise

in which d6 is the a-posteriori standa,rd deviation of the measurement errors.

Consequently, the test statistic for distinguishing between linear and quadratic sealevel rise is given by:

t  0 - L  h  / ( N - 2 ) ( N 4 - 5 N 2 + 4 )

189

6 e  X , - N d 6 180
(8.36)

Based on equation (8.36) it can be determined how many years of observations are required to detect
(with a certain probability), a quadratic sea-level increase that would yield, e.9., a"fter 50 yeaxs, an
increase that would be 1.5 times as large as that based on the linear increase (with slope ralue b1) over
the observation oeriod.
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Appendix C

Additional information concerning common
variation curves

C.1 Ratio between singular values

If all time series in a data set contain the same signal, singular value decomposition yields a very large
first singular value while all other singular values are zero. If differences between time series in a data
set are small, ratio between first and second singular value is still large. This implies that the majority
of the signal (that part of the signal common to all time series) can be represented by the first singular
vector. The other singular vectors contain that part of the signals that differs between the time series.
Consequently, the ratio between first and second singular vector can be used as a measure of similarity
between time series.

&
standard deviation noise

L m m  5 m m  1 c m  2 c m  5 c m  1 0 c m

same fluctuations
same long periodic fluctuations
different fluctuations

276. tJ  55.3 27.7 13.9 5.6 2.9
L7.3 16.6 15.1 LI .7 6.0 3.2
8.8 8.6 8.2 7.2 4.7 2.9

Table C.l  Ratio between f irst and second singular value. To annual mean sea levels normally distr ibuted
random noise has been added based on various standard deviat ions.

height connection
same fluctuations

l c m  2 c m  5 c m
same iong periodic
l c m  2 c m  5 c m

different fluctuations
1 c m  2 c m  5 c m

10 years
20 years
30 years
40 years
4 differences

25.8 12.8 5.1
38.3 L9.7 8.6
24.4 t2.2 4.9
24.2 L2.8 4.3
21.8 10.8 4.3

16.6 12.9 5.5
r7.2 15.3 8.8
15.8 11.6 5.3
t6.4 L2.8 4.9
r4.9 10.2 4.6

8.8 8.5 5.0
9 .1  8 .1  6 .2
8.8 7.5 4.2
8.6 8.7 4.0
8.8 7.6 4.0

Table C.2 Ratio between f irst and second singular value. Height connections every 10, 20, 30, or 40 years,
or in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, 1996. Height connection errors are represented by normally distr ibuted random
noise with same st. dev. for al l  t ide gauges. Al l  connections have the same st. dev.: L cm,2 cm, or 5 cm.

C.2 Mean value and range of estimated trends

In the following tables, mean values and ranges of trend estimates are given for 100 different realizations
of height connection errors. Results are determined for full data sets, i.e., 132 years of observations
obtained between 1865 and 1996. Estimates for future heisht connections use data from 1865 up to the
year 2050 or 2100.
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st. dev.
same fluctuations
mean ran8e

same Iong periodic
mean range

different fluctuations
mean range

l m m
5 m m
1 c m
2 c m
5 c m
10 cm

1.50
t .49
1.48
I.45
1.38
L.25

50
1 .51
L.52
1.55
t .62
1.74

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

1 1.58 1.58 -  1.58
1.58 1.57 -  1.59
1.58 1.56 -  1.58
1.58 L.54 -  r .62
1.58 1.49 -  1.68
L.57 1.39 -  1.78

1 .51  1 .51  -  1 .51
1.51 1.50 -  1.52
1.51 r .49 -  L.54
1.51 1.48 -  1.56
1.51 1.42 -  r .64
1.51 r .34 -  1.76

Table C.3 Mean value and range of trend estimates based on ful l  data sets (1865-1996). To annual mean

sea levels normally distr ibuted random noise has been added based on various standard deviat ions.

Table C.4 Mean value and range of trend estimates based on full data sets (1865-1996). Height connections

every 10, 20, 30, or 40 years, or in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, 1996 (4 height differences). Height connection

errors are represented by normally distributed random noise with same st. dev. for all tide gauges. Different

connections either have the same precision (L, 2, or 5 cm), or later connections have better precisions (1885:

3 ,  2  o r  1 .5  cm,  1940:  2 ,  L .5  o r  1  cm,  1960:  2 ,  L .5  o r  1  cm,  1980:  1 .5 ,  1  o r  0 .8  cm,  1996:  1 .5 '  1  o r  0 .5  cm.

Table C.5 Mean value and range of trend estimates based on full data sets (1865-1996). Height connections

in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, 1996. Height dif ferences have been applied intermittently. Height connection

errors are represented by normally distributed random noise with same st. dev. for all tide gauges. Subsequent

connections have better precision. Tide gauge bench marks show secular movements with either small dif-

ferences in velocities (first lines of values) or relatively large differences in velocities (second lines of values).

height connection
period st. dev.

same fluctuations
mean range

salne short periodic
mearl range

different fluctuations
mean ran8e

10 years I cm
2 c m
5 c m

20 years 1 cm
2 c m
5 c m

30 years 1- cm
2 c m
5 c m

40 years I cm
2 c m
5 c m

4 differences 1 cm
2 c m
5 c m

4 dif ferences 3,2,2, 1.5, 1..5 cm
2,  L .51  1 .5 '  L '  1  cm
1.5 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 .8 ,  0 .8  cm

1.50 t .42 -  1.56
r.49 1.34 - 1.63
1.49 1.10 -  1.81
1.50 1.39 -  1.58
t .49 1.28 -  1.66
L.49 0.95 - 1.90
1.50 1.41 -  1.60
1.50 1.32 -  1.69
1.50 1.04 - 1.99
1.51 t .4L -  1.62
r .52 1.33 -  1.73
1.56 1.06 -  2.08
1.50 1.32 -  1.60
1 .51  1 .15  -  1 .71
L.52 0.61 -  2.01
1.50 r . r2 -  1.74
1.50 r.25 - 1".67
1.50 1.31 -  1.62

1.58 1.50 -  1.64
r .57 1.42 -  L.7r
r .57 1.19 -  1.90
1.58 L.47 -  L.66
1.58 r.36 - r.74
t .57 1.04 -  1.98
1.58 1.49 -  1.68
1.58 1.40 -  1.78
1.58 r .L2 -  2.07
1.59 1.49 - 1.70
1.61 1.41 -  1.81
r .64 L.L4 -  2.16
1.58 1.40 -  1.68
1.59 L.23 -  L.79
1.60 0.70 - 2.09
1.58 1.20 -  1.83
1.58 1.33 -  1.75
1.58 1.39 - 1.70

1.51 r .43 -  L.57
1.51 1.35 -  1.64
1.50 1.12 -  1.83
1.51 1.40 -  1.59
1.51 L.29 -  1.67
1.50 0.97 -  1.91
1.51 t .42 -  r .6r
1.51 1.33 -  1.71
1.51 1.05 -  2.00
t .52 L.42 -  1.63
t.54 L.34 - 1,.74
1..57 1.08 - 2.09
1.51 1.33 -  1.61
r .52 t . r6 -  1.72
1.53 0.63 - 2.03
1.51 1.13 -  1.76
1.51 1.26 -  1.68
1.51 1.32 -  i .63

heieht connection
same fluctuations
mean ranqe

same long periodic
mean raJrSe

different fluctuations
meaD range

1885: 3 cm, 1940: 2 cm, 1960: 2 cm,
1980: 1.5 cm, 1996: 1.5 cm

1 .OU

1 .51
1.07 -  1.89
1.09 - 1.88

1.58
1.59

1.09 -  1.90
1.10 -  1.89

1 .51
1.53

1885: 2 cm, 1940: 1.5 cm, 1960: 1.5 cm,
1980: 1 cm, l-996: 1 cm

1.50
1 .51

r .27 -  r .86
1.27 - r .86

1.58
1.59

1.51 r.20 -  t .79
L.52 r.20 -  1.79

1885: 1.5 cm, 1940: l- cm, 1960: L cm,
1980: 0.8 cm, 1996: 0.8 cm

1.59 t .37 -  t .78
1.59 1.38 - 1.77

r .52 1.30 - 1.71
L.52 1.31 - 1.70
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Table C.6 Mean value and range oftrend estimates based on ful l  data sets (1865-1996). Height connections
in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, 1996; standard deviat ion 1 cm. Height dif ferences have been divided over mea-
surements obtained during the elapsed period between height connections. First t ime series has experienced
an abrupt  change in  he igh t .

abrupt change
year size

same fluctuations
mean range

same short periodic
mean range

different fluctuations
mean range

5 c m
5 c m
5 c m

rdob

1870
1880

1.49
1 .51
T .  O J

r .37
1.39
r.4l

62
63
65

t .57 1.46
1.59 1.47
1.61 L.49

70
7I
1 J

1.50 1.39 -  1.63
L.52 L.40 -  L.64
L.54 1.42 -  t .66

l c m
5 c m
10 cm
5 c m
5 c m

1890
1890
1890
L9t2
1935

1.49 1.38
1.48 L.32
r .4 t  1 .30
1 .51  1 .35
1.52 1.36

61
59
53
62
o,f

1.57 1.46
1.56 1.40
r.49 1.38
1.59 r.43
1.60 1.44

69
67
6 1
70
7L

1.50 1.39 - 1.62
r.49 1.33 - 1.60
7.42 1.31 - 1.54
r.52 1.36 - 1.63
1.53 1..37 -  r .64

5 c m
5 c m
5 c m

1945
1950
r955

1 .51
1.50
1.50

l . J  I

I . J O

1.36

6 1
60
60

1.59 1.45
1.58 t .44
1.58 t .44

69
68
68

7.52 1.38 -  1.62
1 .52  1 .37  -  1 .61
1 .51  1 .37  -  1 .61

5 c m
5 c m
5 c m

1965
1970
r975

1.39
1.39
1.38

1 .51
1 .51
1.50

65
65
64

i .59 r .47
1.59 r.47
1.58 1.46

I J

a 2

72

r.52 1.40 -  1.66
L.52 1.40 -  1.66
1.51 1.40 -  1.65

5 c m
5 c m
5 c m

1985
1988
1991

1.50
1.50
L .49

r .37
r .37
l . J o

62
62
62

1.58 1.45
1.58 r.45
\.57 t .44

70
70
I U

1 .51
1 .51
1 .50

1.38 -  1.63
1.38 -  1.63
1 .37  -  1 .62

height connection
period d

same fluctuations
mean ranqe

same short periodic
mean ranqe

difl'erent fluctuations
mean ranqe

10 years 0.5
1
a

1.50
1.50
L.49

1.53
1.55
1.60

46
43
35

1 .61
1.63
1.68

1.58
1.58
r .57

1  t r A

1 .51
L.43

I I .54
1 .56
1.62

r .47
t .44
1.36

.51
1 .51
1.50

20 years 0.5
1
z

1.50
1.50
1.50

1.53
L . C  I

r.64

46
A '

2 K

1.58
1.58
1.58

1.54 -  1.61
1.50 -  1.65
1.43 -  t .72

1 .55
1.58
1 .65

.47
t .43
1.36

1 .51
1 .51

I

30 years u.c
1

I . b U

1.50
1.50

44 - t.55
39 -  1.60
28 -  t .70

1.58 1.52 -  1.63
1.58 1.47 -  1.68
1.58 1.36 -  1.78

1.51 1.46 -  1.56
1.51 1.40 -  1.61
1 .51  1 .29  -  L .7 r

40 years 0.5
1
z

1.50
1.50
1.50

i .55
1 .61
1.72

44
39
27

t .64
1.69
1.80

1.58
1.58
1.58

r .52
1.47
1.35

r .57
t .62
1  n c

1 .51
1 .51
1 .51

t .45
1.40
1.28

4 differences 0 .5
1
z

1.50
1 .51
r .52

1 .57
1.64
1.78

44
38
25

1.59
1 .59
1.60

1 .52
L.46
I . J J

1 .65
1.72
1.86

1.52 1.45 - 1.58
r.52 1.39 - 1.65
1.53 r.26 -  r .79

4 differences 3, 2, 1.5, 1, 0.8
3,  1.5,  1,  0.8,  0.5
2 ,  I . 5 ,  L ,0 .9 ,  0 .5

1 .50
1.50
1 .51

1.78
r.79
1.69

L4
13
25

1.58 r .22 -  L.86
1.58 L.2L -  L.87
1.58 r .33 -  r .77

1 .51  i . 15  -  1 .80
1 .51  1 .14  -  1 .80
1.51 r .26 -  r .70

Table C.7 Mean value and range of trend estimates based on ful l  data sets (1865-1996). Height connections
every 10, 20, 30, or 40 years, or in 1885, 1940, 1960, 1980, 1996 (4 height dif ferences). Height connection
errors are represented by normally distr ibuted random noise with distance dependent standard deviat ions.
Different connections either have the same precision (o : 0.5, t ,  or 2), or later connections have better
p r e c i s i o n s ( 1 8 8 5 : o 3 o r 2 ,  1 9 4 0 : a 2 o r t . 5 ,  1 9 6 0 :  a 1 . 5 o r L ,  1 9 8 0 :  a 1 o r 0 . 8 ,  1 9 9 6 :  o 0 . 8 o r 0 . 5 .
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st. dev.
same fluctuations

up to 2050 | up to 2100
different fluctuations

up to 2050 | up to 2100

5 m m
1 c m
2 c m
5 c m

1.59 -  1.60
1 .58  -  1 .61
1.56 -  1.62
1 .51  -  1 .66

1.64 -  1.65
1.64 -  1.66
1.63 -  1.67
1.60 -  1.70

1.58 -  1.59
1.57 -  1.60
1.55 -  1.61
1.50 -  1.65

1.65 -  1.66
1.64 -  1.66
1.63 -  1.68
1 .61  -  1 .71

Table C.8 Range of trend estimates result ing from 100 real izat ions of normally distr ibuted random values

added to annual mean sea level-heights; various standard deviat ions. Data sets contain measurements from

1g65 up to either 2050 or 2100. Time series start with trend of 1.5 mm/yr, which (abruptly) increases in 1991

t o  1 . 8  m m / v r .

st.  dev.
same fluctuations

up to 2050 | up to 2100
different fluctuations

up to 2050 | up to 2100

5 m m
1 c m
2 c m
5 c m

2.26 -  2.27
2.25 -  2.28
2.24 -  2.29
2.r8 -  2.33

2.86 -  2.87
2.86 -  2.88
2.85 -  2.89
2.82 -  2.92

2.25 -  2.27
2 .25  -  2 .27
2.23 -  2.28
2.L7 -  2.32

2.87 -  2.88
2.86 -  2.89
2.85 -  2.90
2.83 -  2.93

Table C.9 Range of trend estimates result ing from 100 real izat ions of normally distr ibuted random values

added to annual mean sea-level heights; various standard deviat ions. Data sets contain measurements from

1g65 up to either 2050 or 2100. Time series start with trend of 1.5 mm/yr, which (abruptly) increases in 1991

to  4 .5  mm/vr .

standard deviations

same fluctuations
up to 2050 | up to 2100

different fluctuations
up to 2050 | up to 2100

3 , 2 , 2 ,  1 . 5 ,  1 . 5  c m  5  m m
3,  2 ,2 ,  1 .5 ,  1 .5  cm 1  cm
3 , 2 , 2 ,  1 . 5 ,  1 . 5  c m  2  c m

2.06 -  2.45
2.06 -  2.45
2.07 -  2.44

2.73 -  2.99
2.72 -  2.99
2.73 -  2.98

2.05 -  2.44
2.05 -  2.44
2.06 -  2.43

2.74 - 3.00
2.73 -  2.99
2.73 -  2.99

2 , I . 5 ,  I . 5 , 1 ,  1  c m  5  m m
2, L.5,  1.5,  1,  1 cm 1 cm
2 , 1 . 5 ,  L . 5 , 1 ,  1  c m  2  c m

2.L3 -  2.39
2.12 -  2.38
2 . r3  -  2 .38

2.77 -  2.95
2.77 -  2.94
2.77 -  2.95

2. r2  -  2 .37
2. t r  -  2 .37
2. t2  -  2 .37

2.78 -  2.96
2.77 -  2.95
2.78 -  2.95

1.5,  1,  1,  0.8,  0.8 cm 5 mm
1.5,  1,  1,  0.8,  0.8 cm 1 cm
1.5,  1,  1,  0.8,  0.8 cm 2 cm

2.r7 -  2.36
2. r7  -  2 .36
2.r7 -  2.36

2.80 -  2.93
2.79 -  2.93
2.79 -  2.93

2. t6 -  2.35
2 .16  -  2 .35
2.16 -  2.35

2.80 -  2.93
2.80 -  2.94
2.80 -  2.94

Table C.10 Range of trend estimates result ing from 100 real izat ions of normally distr ibuted random errors'

Time series start with trend of 1.5 mm/yr, which (abruptly) increases in 1991 to 4.5 mm/yr. Height connections

in  1885 (o :  3 ,2  o r  1 .5  cm) ,  19a0 (a :  2 ,  1 .5  o r  3  cm) ,  1960 (o :  2 ,  L .5  o r  1  cm) ,  1980 (a :  1 .5 ,  1  o r  0  8  cm) '

and 1996 (o: 1.5, L or 0.8 cm); height dif ferences have been divided over measurements obtained during the

elapsed period between connections. After 1996, connections on (at least) yearly basis with various standard

deviat ions. Data sets contain measurements from 1865 up to either 2050 or 2100'
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standard deviations
same flu

up to 2050
rtuatlons

up to 2100
different fluctuations

up to 2050 | up to 2100

3 ,2 ,  2 ,  1 .5 ,  1 .5  cm 5  mm
3,2 ,  2 ,  1 .5 ,  1 .5  cm 1  cm
3 , 2 , 2 ,  1 . 5 ,  1 . 5  c m  2  c m

2.07 -  2.50
2.06 -  2.50
2.06 -  2.50

2.72 -  3.01
2.72 -  3.01
2.71 -  3.01

2.06 -  2.49
2.05 -  2.49
2.05 -  2.49

2.73 - 3.0r
2.72 - 3.02
2.7L - 3.02

2 ,7 .5 ,  L .5 ,  1 ,  1  cm 5  mm
2 , I . 5 ,  L . 5 , 1 ,  1  c m  1  c m
2 , ' J . . 5 ,  L5 ,1 ,  1  cm 2  cm

2.r3 -  2.42
2.r3 -  2.42
2.I2 -  2.43

2.77 -  2.96
2.76 -  2.96
2.75 -  2.96

2 .
z .

2 .

2 -  2.41
2 -  2.41
|  -  2 .42

z . ( 6  -  2 . 9  I

2.77 -  2.97
2.76 -  2.97

1.5,  1,  1,  0.8,  0.8 cm 5 mm
1.5,  1,  1,  0.8,  0.8 cm 1 cm
1.5,  1,  1,  0.8,  0.8 cm 2 cm

2 .L7  -  2 .38
2.16 -  2.39
2 .15  -  2 .39

2.79 -  2.94
2.79 -  2.94
2.77 -  2.94

z -

z -

z .

6 -  2.37
5 -  2.38
4 -  2.38

z.AU - 2.94
2.79 -  2.95
2.78 -  2.95

Table C.11 Range of trend estimates result ing from 100 real izat ions of normally distr ibuted random errors.
Time series start with trend of 1.5 mmf yr, which (abruptly) increases in 1991 to 4.5 mm/yr. Height connections
in  1885 (o :  3 ,2  o r  1 .5  cm) ,  1940 (o :  2 ,  1 .5  o r  3  cm) ,  1960 (o :  2 ,  L .5  o r  1 .  cm) ,  1980 (o :  1 .5 ,  1  o r  0 .8  cm) ,
and 1996 (o: L.5,1 or 0.8 cm); height difFerences have been divided over measurements obtained during the
elapsed period between connections After 1996, connections every 5 years with various standard deviat ions.
Data sets contain measurements from 1865 uD to either 2050 or 2100.

standard deviations
same fluctuations

up to 2050 | up to 2100
different fluctuations

up to 2050 | up to 2100

3 ,2 ,  2 ,  1 .5 ,  1 .5  cm 5  mm
3 ,  2 , 2 ,  1 . 5 ,  1 . 5  c m  1  c m
3 ,  2 ,2 ,  1 .5 ,  1 .5  cm 2  cm

2.07 -  2.46
2.07 -  2.45
2.07 -  2.45

2.73 -  2.99
2.72 -  2.99
2.71 -  3.00

2.06 -  2.45
2.06 -  2.44
2.06 -  2.44

2.74 -  3.00
2.73 -  3.00
2.72 -  3.00

2 ,  1 . 5 ,  L . 5 , 1 ,  1  c m  5  m m
2 ,  L . 5 , I . 5 ,  1 ,  1  c m  I  c m
2 ,  1 . 5 , 1 . . 5 ,  1 ,  1  c m  2  c m

2.14 -  2.39
2. t4 -  2.39
2. t4 -  2.40

2.77 -  2.95
2.77 -  2.95
2.75 -  2.95

2 . t3  -  2 .38
2 .13  -  2 .37
2 .13  -  2 .39

2.78 -  2.96
2.77 -  2.96
2.76 -  2.96

1.5,  1,  1,  0.8,  0.8 cm 5 mm
1.5,  1,  1,  0.8,  0.8 cm 1 cm
1.5,  1,  1,  0.8,  0.8 cm 2 cm

2.L7  -  2 .36
2.r7 -  2.36
2.17 - 2.38

2.80 -  2.93
2.79 -  2.93
2.78 -  2.93

2 .16  -  2 .35
2.16 -  2.35
2.16 -  2.37

2 .6U  -  2 .94

2.80 -  2.94
2.79 -  2.94

Table C.12 Range of trend estimates result ing from 100 real izat ions of normally distr ibuted random errors.
Time series start with trend of L.5 mmf yr, which (abruptly) increases in 1991 to 4.5 mm/yr. Height connections
in  1885 (o :  3 ,2  o r  L .5  cm) ,  L940 (o :  2 ,  I .5  o r  3  cm) ,  1960 (o :  2 ,  L .5  o r  1  cm) ,  1980 (o :  1 .5 ,  1  o r  0 .8  cm) ,
and 1996 (o: 1.5, 1 or 0.8 cm); height dif ferences have been divided over measurements obtained during the
elapsed period between connections. After 1996, connections every 10 years with various standard deviat ions.
Data sets contain measurements from 1865 up to either 2050 or 2100.
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